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Abstract 

Post-secondary education is facing unprecedented and exciting change with the 

emergence of online learning platforms such as 3-dimensional virtual learning 

environments (3DVLE) and ePortfolios as extensions of the physical classroom. This 

dissertation explored the affordances of these two online learning environments in the 

context of second language learning and teaching. The concept of affordance is defined in 

this dissertation as a characteristic of the space that facilitates learning. Upon a review of 

3DVLE and ePortfolio studies, five key affordances were identified which have been 

linked to reported learning benefits. To position the affordances in practice and for 

research purposes, this dissertation reviewed the theoretical landscapes from the fields of 

education, second language acquisition (SLA), and computer assisted language learning 

(CALL).  

This manuscript dissertation includes one unpublished article, one published 

article and two published chapters. The unpublished article provides context for the 

trajectory of research included herein (Hartwick, 2017). The published article (Hartwick, 

2018) investigates research methods used in traditional classroom-based interaction 

studies to identify suitable approaches for studies in 3DVLEs. The published chapters are 

case studies of the two online learning spaces. In the first instance, we explored learning 

theories in relation to affordances of 3DVLEs to substantiate practice (Hartwick & 

Savaskan Nowlan, 2018). The second chapter describes an ePortfolio practice done-well 

based on evidence from student surveys and instructor assignments (Hartwick, 

McCarroll, & Davidson, in press). To further our understanding of learning potential in 

these spaces, research is best situated at the intersection of theoretical elements (e.g., 
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critical thinking, Dede, 2007) and characteristics of affordances (e.g., immersion, 

Dalgarno & Lee, 2010). Early studies suggest that the affordances of 3DVLEs and 

ePortfolios will facilitate achievement of 21st century skills such as self-reflection, when 

practice is done well (Hartwick & Savaskan Nowlan, 2018; Hartwick, McCarroll, & 

Davidson, in press).   
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Glossary 

21st century learner. A 21st century learner is engaged, independent, and technologically 

savvy. A 21st century learner is a life-long learner who focuses on development of 

skill and knowledge.    

21st century learning outcomes. The achievement of specified learning outcomes related 

to content knowledge and skills such as critical thinking and communication. 

3D virtual learning environment (3DVLE). An internet-hosted space designed to 

replicate real places and objects and provide online users the opportunity to 

interact with other users synchronously through voice, movement, or text. 

Affordance. In this dissertation, an affordance is defined as a characteristic of an online 

space that facilitates or promotes learning. 

Adaptability. An ePortfolio affordance that explains the ease at which users can edit and 

link multi-modal artifacts, thereby creating flexible and visual representations of 

learning that demonstrate creativity and critical thinking. 

Artifact. A 3D rendered object that exists in a digital environment designed to 

complement the space and/ or task. In reference to ePortfolios, an artifact is a text 

or image, digital or otherwise, that provides evidence of learning. 

Asynchronous. Physical or virtual interaction that is not synchronous or not in the same 

moment of time.   

Case study. A qualitative research study that investigates the development of one group, 

one person, or one space over a period of time.  

Catalyst for Learning Framework. An evidence-backed framework used by ePortfolio 

practitioners to measure or build best practices. 
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Computer Mediated Communication. Synchronous or asynchronous communication 

between learners that is mediated or facilitated electronically.   

Construct. Key elements from Second Language Acquisition theories such as input, or a 

conceptual idea such as the concept of affordance. 

Constructed theory. Theory that borrows from multiple theoretical domains but has an 

element of independence.  

Domain. In reference to a field or discipline of knowledge.  

Elements. An aspect or part or idea drawn from theories in education, SLA, or CALL 

such as interactive. 

ePortfolio. An ePortfolio is an electronically hosted space used in education to showcase 

students’ work and learning progress through digitally enhanced or created 

artifacts. 

Fidelity. An affordance of 3DVLE that refers to the authenticity or realness of the online 

learning space that gives users a sense of being there and leads to real-time social 

interaction, experiential and situated learning.  

Immersion. An affordance of 3DVLE such as synchronous or real-time text, voice and 

movement which is enhanced by customizable avatars and leads to social 

interaction and collaborative learning. 

Integrated (manuscript) PhD. A series of related studies or research papers that make 

up the PhD dissertation and demonstrate a program of research during a period.  

Learning analytics. System captured units of time spent on task, time spent in a location, 

or frequency of interaction in a 3DVLE.  
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Mixed methods. An approach to research that involves the use of quantitative and 

qualitative methods and data. 

Paradigm. A worldview or belief that underlies a theory or approach. 

Pragmatism. An epistemological, sensible approach to research that draws on multiple 

theoretical lenses and recognizes the role of experience, environment, and 

interaction. 

Persistency. An affordance of an ePortfolio that refers to the persistent or “always on” 

nature of the space that leads to ease of feedback and editing.  

Second Language Acquisition (SLA). A scientific discipline that studies the factors and 

processes involved while learning a second or other language.  

Second Life. A free 3D virtual world platform hosted by Linden Lab and used in many 

3DVLE studies. 

Synchronous. Physical or virtual interaction that happens at the same time. 

Virtual Input (VI). Non-linguistic input that exists in the online learning space and is 

meaningful to the learner according to their experiences with language or in the 

world. 

Visibility. An affordance of the ePortfolio referring to the degree at which information 

can easily be located; the multi-layered nature of the platform leading to 

opportunities for feedback, integrative learning, and investment of time and effort.  
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Chapter 1    

Introduction 

Our understanding of learning has expanded at a rate that has far 

outpaced our conceptions of teaching. A growing appreciation for the 

porous boundaries between the classroom and life experience, along 

with the power of social learning, authentic audience, and integrative 

contexts, has created not only promising changes in learning but also 

disruptive moments in teaching.  

—Bass, 2012, p. 23 

 

In Mason’s (2002) Researching your own practice: The discipline of noticing, he 

illustrates the importance of active noticing and reflection to bring about positive change 

in practice; he suggests that change will happen if and when the practitioner notices and 

records incidents or patterns in practice that they would like to change. I suspect that at 

some point I noticed a gap, incident, or disruption in my teaching practice which led me 

to experiment with online learning spaces in my course design and delivery. This in turn 

led me to record the impact of my changing practice through early research observations 

and studies toward the completion of my PhD. Importantly, the act of noticing and 

recording has made me accountable to my practice. Consequently, this journey of 

research is about situating my practice and experience in theory in order to refine my 

teaching practice and promote relevant learning experiences for my students. 

With a growing interest in online course design and delivery at the provincial, 

institutional, and practitioner level in post-secondary education in Canada and globally, 

there has been and will continue to be a proliferation of online learning tools and 

environments (see, for example, Bass, 2012; Bates, 2015; Garrison & Anderson, 2002; 
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Lawrence, 2018). As such, it is imperative that the quality of education and learning 

experiences are not undermined by poorly designed and poorly facilitated courses. Parker 

(2008) notes that the delivery of quality online learning experiences must see past the 

funding and hype to ensure that course design and delivery is much more than simply 

moving a course online; the quality of online courses in post-secondary education needs 

to be reconceptualised “by – not to – the academy” (p. 312, italics added). I argue that 

online teaching contexts should be selected and evolve according to theoretically guided 

practice and they should be regularly vetted to ensure key learning principles remain the 

foundation of space and course design whether in face to face, blended, or online 

teaching contexts. 

Throughout this dissertation, I focus primarily on two online learning spaces, 3D 

virtual learning environments (3DVLEs) and ePortfolios. A 3DVLE is defined as a 3-

dimensional, Internet-hosted space in which users communicate with the space or other 

users in real-time. An ePortfolio is an online space in which students provide evidence of 

learning (e.g., writing samples, reflections) through an integrative process of connecting 

and reflecting on learning. The affordances or benefits of these online spaces are what 

contribute to increased opportunities for interaction, collaboration, and reflection—all of 

which positively impact learning. 3DVLE studies often connect learning to the 

affordances and benefits of these spaces (see, for example, Dalgarno & Lee, 2010; Matsui 

& Ahern, 2018; Peterson, 2012), while ePortfolio studies stress the positive effects of the 

practice, where the space affords opportunities for integrated and reflective learning 

(Bass, 2012; Eynon & Gambino, 2017; Kuh & O’Donnell, 2013). 
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Rather than ignoring the affordances of new technologies and online spaces in 

post-secondary education, educators have a responsibility to evolve practices by 

embracing the affordances of online learning spaces (Savin-Baden, 2008). However, 

given the ever-changing digital landscapes in education, institutions, researchers, and 

practitioners often lack clarity in terms of which pedagogical theories should guide them. 

Given the frequency with which online landscapes for learning change, the debate as to 

the role of technology in learning (Clark, 1994; Kozma, 1994) is likely not as relevant; 

hence, the focus of my research is on how and why, not if, affordances of online spaces 

support learning, specifically language learning in academic contexts. 

My position within the program of research 

According to Holzemer (2009), “A program of research is defined as an area of 

high interest and passion to the person defining it. You must be committed to the area so 

that your interest can be maintained over time” (p. 1). Although Holzemer speaks from 

the context of healthcare, his definition speaks to me as it easily applies in other domains, 

such as education, computer assisted language learning (CALL), and second language 

acquisition (SLA)—all of which are overlapping domains in my research agenda. 

Throughout my doctoral research trajectory, I have continued to be intrigued by the 

affordances of online spaces for teaching and learning, and I remain passionate about 

finding answers to questions that help define and account for learning in these online 

spaces.  

The concept of affordances is discussed at length in Chapter 2. To summarize, in 

this dissertation, it is defined as a characteristic of an online space that facilitates 

learning. How can we (teachers) transform the learning experiences for our students by 
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designing engaging activities in interactive online spaces in today’s online teaching and 

learning contexts? This question guides my research and teaching practice, as I believe 

the affordances of these spaces, when used properly, promote learner engagement and 

skill acquisition. These affordances are particularly relevant for learners in my English 

for Academic Purposes (EAP) course who need opportunities to use language and gain 

skills in English that will help them succeed in their future academic studies. The 

program of research described in this dissertation represents my ongoing efforts to seek 

answers to the above and other questions. The research program described herein is thus 

situated within the larger context of my own teaching practice and research agenda, past, 

present, and future. 

The journey started in 2011 when I was approached by a professor from the 

School of Information Technology who wanted to know if I would design and pilot a 

language learning task for a newly designed 3DVLE. The Internet-hosted online space 

had been designed by a group of his graduate students. Being a novice to 3DVLEs and 

with no prior gaming experience, I was unaware of what lay ahead in terms of designing 

and facilitating a language learning activity for my EAP students. The challenge was both 

daunting and exciting. What followed was a growing passion and curiosity about the use 

and viability of online learning spaces for primarily language learning and teaching. 

My earliest observations of EAP students interacting in 3DVLEs suggested that 

students were genuinely engaged when the task was challenging, relevant, and generated 

opportunities for language production (Arya, Hartwick, Graham, & Nowlan, 2012). Also, 

in relation to task and space design, I observed that activities which maximize the use of 

the online space are most successful; however, tasks used in face to face teaching 
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contexts are not easily transferable to these new spaces. These observations have shaped 

and guided my research agenda, which can be seen as one long case study in which I 

remain an active participant, researcher, and practitioner. Throughout this journey I have 

unpacked the role of the affordances of space in my teaching practice and accepted the 

challenge of task development to make the best use of these affordances. I have also 

aimed to address gaps as they have appeared in mine and other scholars’ research to 

better explain how and why affordances of space impact learning. This research agenda 

informs my practice and supports my students in their own learning trajectories. 

Since 2011, I have experimented with both blended and fully online lessons, 

drawing on an assortment of tools and spaces, including 3DVLEs and ePortfolios. The 

former provides a rich online learning environment in which students interact in real-time 

using voice, text, and movement. The latter provides students an online space in which to 

practice language and academic skills, reflect, and demonstrate learning outcomes for 

both formative and summative assessment.  

My early exploratory research in 2012 included piloting the Information 

Technology professor’s 3DVLE space with one of my EAP classes as an optional space 

for group presentations. This experience was reported in a journal article (Arya et al., 

2012). At this point I realized the need for a stronger theoretical underpinning, and so I 

began my PhD studies in 2013. Since my entry into the doctoral program I have explored 

several related areas: the need for an instrument to analyze recorded interactions in 

3DVLEs (Chapter 5); the types of research approaches best suited to online learning 

spaces (Chapter 6); the impact of activity/task design on interaction in 3DVLEs (Chapter 

7); the theoretical underpinnings of online learning from multiple perspectives (Chapter 3 
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and Chapter 7); and the impact of ePortfolio pedagogy on student achievement (Chapter 

8). In sum, this program of research supplies a reinvigorated, richly informed theoretical 

framework which informs and is informed by on-going empirical research.  

Rationale for a manuscript PhD 

Due to the relative novelty of online learning environments for language learning 

and the complexity created by overlapping research domains, I chose to do a manuscript 

PhD, as it combines multiple studies within one overarching research agenda, thereby 

capturing the integrative and progressive nature of my work. Briefly, a manuscript PhD 

integrates multiple articles as opposed to a traditional dissertation which is one extended 

document or monograph. McGill University’s website (Preparation of a thesis, 2016) 

describes the manuscript PhD as “…a collection of scholarly papers of which the student 

is the author or co-author…” and for which the “…papers cannot alone constitute the 

thesis” (para. 15). Similarly, Section 12.4 of the Carleton University Calendar (2018), 

describes the document as a coherent and unified project that consists of published 

student manuscripts on a common topic integrated into a theoretically cohesive 

dissertation.  

While more common in engineering and sciences (Carleton University, 2018), the 

manuscript PhD format is more conducive to my program of research than a traditional 

dissertation for several reasons. First, the multi-part format mirrors the systematic 

approach I have taken throughout my PhD to investigate several branches of my central 

focus on the affordances of online learning. Second, the ever-changing and relatively new 

topic of online learning environments in language learning and teaching supports 

multiple areas of research, and so research conducted in multiple stages and presented in 
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multiple publications is a logical way to respond to and report on multiple facets of the 

overarching problem and sub-problems being investigated. A manuscript PhD thus suited 

my dissertation as I investigated a larger problem in smaller units within a shifting and 

sprawling research context. It should be noted that references cited in this dissertation 

appear at the end of each chapter, a requirement of the manuscript PhD, which differs 

from the traditional PhD genre in which all references are cited following the concluding 

chapter.   

The 21st century learner 

Throughout this manuscript there are references to the 21st century learner and 

21st century learning. Tony Bates, keynote speaker at the 2017 World Conference for 

Online Learning and leader in the field of teaching and learning online, argued that 

education is changing and while content is clearly important, it is no longer enough; 

learners need skills. Perhaps of most relevance to my own EAP learners in terms of 

preparing them linguistically and academically to actively engage in university study are 

skills such as critical thinking, problem solving, communication, and collaboration. These 

skills are a recurring theme throughout this dissertation. As an introduction, below is a 

description of the 21st century learner and the importance of recognizing a paradigm shift 

in education.  

According to Prensky (2006), the 21st century student has evolved to include both 

digital natives and lifelong and global learners. Many scholars (e.g., Bransford, Brown, & 

Cocking, 2000; Haythornthwaite & Andrews, 2011; Illeris, 2003; Prensky, 2006) assert 

that educational content is no longer limited to knowledge acquisition, but includes skill 

and competency development, and the traditional classroom space is no longer restricted 
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by time and place. They conclude that effective teaching includes opportunities for 

learning, not simply the synchronous transmission of information.  

The extension of the classroom across time and place may include, but is not 

limited to, 3DVLEs and ePortfolios. Indeed, the delivery of post-secondary education has 

shifted to include a myriad of these online learning spaces; as such, an understanding of 

how the affordances of these spaces contribute to learning—in my case, language 

learning—may help educators and designers develop meaningful tasks. Further, 

investigating how learners interact with and because of these online learning spaces has 

the potential to positively influence teaching practices and contribute to students’ success 

and overall achievement of learning and 21st century outcomes. These outcomes not only 

include mastery of academic content, but also of 21st century skills such as critical 

thinking, problem solving, and global awareness (Dede, 2010).  

Gaps 

The use of 3DVLEs and ePortfolios for language teaching and learning is 

relatively new, and so there are a host of research opportunities for rigorous empirical 

study. For example, research in relation to 3DVLEs and language learning has been 

criticized for being largely under-theorized, anecdotal, exploratory, and descriptive in 

nature (Connolly, Stansfield, & Hainey, 2011; Peterson, 2006; Twining, 2010). Reinhardt 

and Sykes (2012) point out that the trans-disciplinary nature of 3DVLEs lacks research 

that clearly specifies the space, pedagogy, and methodology. They suggest that future 

studies need to account for the role of task in relation to contemporary theories in CALL 

and incorporate theories in relation to time and space. Others have called for more 

empirical study of 3DVLE tasks that suit the affordances of the space (Dalgarno & Lee, 
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2010) and investigate how learners interact in and with the space (Lan, Kan, Hsiao, Yang, 

& Chang, 2013: Peterson, 2006; Sykes, Oskoz, & Thorne, 2008). Milton, Jonsen, Hirst, 

and Lindenburn (2012) argue, “the challenge for language learning in these environments 

is to engineer tasks which require learners and native speakers to interact and where a 

condition of success in the task is the meaningful use of language” (p. 101). This 

statement can equally apply to language learning and ePortfolios.  

In relation to ePortfolios, while some research investigates the practice in relation 

to 21st century and higher order skill development such as written communication 

(Mazlan, Sui, & Jano, 2017), there appears to be little research pertaining to the 

affordances of ePortfolios, especially in relation to EAP. Further, within the broader 

scope of ePortfolio literature in tertiary education, ePortfolios are often undefined or 

unspecified (Challis, 2005) and there is a lack of a clear understanding of the concept of 

audience (Buyarski et al., 2015; Gallagher & Poklop, 2014). ePortfolio studies are also 

largely descriptive in nature (Bryant & Chittum, 2013) and often focus on student and 

teacher perceptions or attitudes as opposed to achievement of outcomes, skills, and 

retention rates (Eynon & Gambino, 2017). Similarly, Deneen, Bron, and Carless (2017) 

claim that ePortfolio research has not yet investigated key areas of assessment, such as 

assessment validity (Bryant & Chittum, 2013; Buyarski & Landis, 2014). Abrami and 

Barrett (2005) state that despite the reported benefits for the learner, including a flexible 

learning process and space, deciding on a valid assessment practice is challenging 

because knowing what to measure or how to measure non-traditional evidence of 

learning–such as digital artifacts–is based on judgement and therefore not always reliable. 

There is also a need for empirical data that links theory to outcomes and supports the 
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learning benefits of ePortfolios in relation to outcomes (Abrami & Barrett, 2005; Bryant 

& Chittum, 2013). Abrami and Barrett (2005) claim there is a need for comparative 

studies that explore advantages and disadvantages of both ePortfolios and paper-based 

portfolios and lack of clarity in terms of methods.  

Particular gaps that have motivated my research direction are the lack of a clearly 

defined theory that supports teaching and learning in these spaces owing to their 

affordances, and the lack of clarity about assessment practices which suitably reflect 

changes resulting from a networked world (Dalgarno & Lee, 2010; Dede, 2003; Loke, 

2015; Savin-Baden, 2008; Siemens, 2005). Such theory requires a comprehensive review 

of literature from multiple domains, including education, CALL, and SLA. Whereas 

socio-cultural theories are often implied in the literature, in my view these fail to 

convincingly connect to theories in CALL and SLA. Further, research should consider 

what is happening in the spaces in terms of how users interact with it and because of the 

affordances. The 3DVLE and ePortfolio each need to be clearly defined and understood 

according to how they may facilitate or mediate learning as the affordances differ 

accordingly. This perspective is expanded in Chapters 2 and 3. 

With a clearly specified theory that considers the affordances of the learning 

spaces, practitioners and designers will be better prepared to establish best practices in 

terms of identifying measurable learning outcomes that lead to knowledge acquisition, 

language development, and demonstration of 21st century learning skills in the context of 

an EAP program. I argue that research efforts to better understand what is happening in 

these spaces should include observation of student activity and engagement as a 
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consequence of the affordances of the space and how these spaces might promote skill 

development and language learning through specific task-types. 

Research objectives and questions 

My experiences designing online learning spaces, creating tasks, facilitating 

lessons, and generally researching the affordances of 3DVLEs and ePortfolios for 

language teaching and learning have left many unanswered questions, questions which I 

am only now just beginning to understand because of the process of preparing this 

dissertation. What I have learned through this cumulative process will importantly 

contribute to our understanding of the validity and function of these spaces based on their 

affordances; the need for a relevant blended or constructed theory; the importance of task 

design; and the need for clearly articulated learning outcomes. My research builds upon 

research in multiple domains and attempts to go beyond existing research in CALL by: 

(1) establishing sound methods including an observational tool and analytical framework; 

(2) illustrating the learning benefits according to the affordances of each space; and (3) 

building a constructed theory1 to account for how people learn based on the affordances 

of the space. The work herein is intended to help designers and practitioners create 

effective learning spaces and may help justify allocation of funding and support by 

institutions interested in developing programs that make use of these learning spaces.  

The questions presented in Table 1.1 have helped me to understand how to 

• Record what’s going on in the 3DVLE space; 

• Research interaction in physical and virtual contexts;  

• Situate the affordances across multiple domains and apply to practice; 

                                                
1 The term “constructed theory” was borrowed from Hubbard and Levy (2016) and has been interpreted in 

this dissertation to mean drawing on multiple theories to situate practice and research. 
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• Explain the impact of ePortfolio pedagogy, when done well, in terms of 

providing a rich space for reflection and integrated learning. 

Consequently, my objective is to understand how and why these online learning 

spaces may have the ability to enhance current and future language teaching practices, 

promote learning, and change learner behaviour in a positive way. These learning spaces 

may prove to be more motivating for certain individuals and could result in increased 

program availability to those learners previously limited by time and place. For 

universities and other stakeholders, online language course delivery, whether blended or 

fully online, could help increase international student enrolment and capture a niche 

market of International and “digitally savvy” audiences. Table 1.1 outlines key research 

questions and indicates the chapter in the dissertation that addresses each question. A 

citation is provided for each manuscript (see Preface for more on citing the manuscripts). 

This manuscript PhD allows for the presentation of preliminary findings which 

have guided my work thus far. The research included herein reflects the open-ended 

nature of a manuscript PhD. In its entirety, the dissertation includes: background 

information about and a definition of affordances; a description and definitional 

framework of the 3DVLE and ePortfolio spaces; a critical review of theory in relation to 

the affordances across multiple domains, including education, SLA, and CALL; a 

methods section that supports the published manuscripts; and the manuscripts, published 

and not, that have provided evidence of research outcomes. In the concluding chapter, 

Chapter 9, I consider the limitations of my research and explore future directions. 
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Table 1.1  

Overview of Research Questions, Location of Manuscripts in the Dissertation, Status, and Bibliographic Reference  

Research Question Chapter Status Bibliographic Reference 

How do researchers record and categorize 

interactional data in 3DVLEs? What 

observational tools do they use in 3DVLEs 

studies?  

5 Unpublished 

manuscript 

Hartwick, P. (2017). Beyond the survey: Observing 

pedagogical interactions in a 3D virtual learning 

environment. Unpublished manuscript. 

What research approaches have been used to 

investigate classroom-based interaction in both 

physical and virtual settings, particularly in the 

context of language teaching and learning in 

and around virtual worlds? What are the 

benefits and limitations of these approaches? 

6 Published, double-

blind peer review 

Hartwick, P. (2018). Investigating research 

approaches: Classroom-based interaction studies in 

physical and virtual contexts. ReCALL, 30(2), 161–

176. 

What are the pedagogical perspectives that 

inform instruction in 3DVLEs based on the 

affordances of space? How might 3DVLEs be 

used to enhance 21st century learning skills in 

English for Academic Purpose (EAP) 

classrooms? 

7 Published, double-

blind peer review 

Hartwick, P. & Savaskan Nowlan, N. (2018). 

Integrating virtual spaces: Connecting affordances 

of 3D virtual learning environments to design for 

twenty-first century learning. In Y. Qian 

(Ed.), Integrating multi-user virtual environments in 

modern classrooms (pp. 111–136). Hershey, PA: 

IGI Global. 
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What is the impact of ePortfolio practice done 

well in an advanced level EAP course? How 

does an ePortfolio practice contribute to 

integrated and reflective learning, 

characteristics of 21st century learning? 

8 In press (expected 

publication date 

9/2018), edited 

volume 

Hartwick, P., McCarroll, J., & Davidson, A. (in 

press). What is ePortfolio “done well”? A case of 

course-level analysis. In B. Eynon & L. Gambino 

(Eds.), Catalyst in action: Case studies of high-

impact ePortfolio practice (pp. 184–196). Sterling, 

VA: Stylus. 
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Chapter 2    

Affordances, 3DVLEs, and ePortfolios 

As noted in Chapter 1, 3DVLEs and ePortfolios need to be clearly defined and 

described as a space according to their affordances and potential learning benefits. This 

chapter begins by defining the concept of an affordance followed by a definitional 

framework for the two learning spaces under investigation.  

Affordances 

The concept affordance is widespread and used across many disciplines, 

including communication studies and human computer interaction (HCI), yet it is 

variously defined in the literature (Davis & Chouinard, 2016; Evans, Pearce, Vitak, & 

Treem, 2017; McGrenere & Ho, 2000). The ambiguity of the term is misleading, thereby 

weakening the validity of research touting the benefits of affordances. This chapter 

establishes a clear definition of the concept to examine the affordances of technology in 

language learning and teaching contexts.  

Gibson’s (1979) early definition of an affordance describes it as an action 

possibility provided by the environment, whether acted on or not. In contrast, Norman’s 

(1988) definition of affordance relates to what is perceived or actual regarding the 

characteristics of an object or thing; if the user does not see or perceive the affordance, 

then it is not one. In Figure 2.1, McGrenere and Ho (2000) compare features of Gibson 

and Norman’s conceptualization of the term. A significant difference is the influence of 

the actor’s experience.  
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Figure 2.1. McGrenere and Ho’s (2000, p. 3) comparison of Gibson and Norman’s 

concepts of affordances (reproduced with permission as acknowledged). 

 

Recognizing the difficulty in defining the concept of affordance, Davis and 

Chouinard (2016) propose another model that explains what, for whom, and in which 

circumstances an affordance exists. Their model explains an affordance in relation to 

behaviour within a specific context and assumes that an affordance varies in degree in 

relation to the user’s purpose and the context. In Davis and Chouinard’s model, three 

conditions of an affordance are identified: perception, dexterity, and cultural and 

institutional legitimacy. Much like Norman’s definition, the user’s perception of the 

function is necessary, as is their ability to use a feature; if the user is not aware of the 

functionality or affordance, then it is not an affordance. So, not only does the user need to 

realize the affordance, they need to be able to manipulate and use it. For example, in the 

case of an ePortfolio, the user might know that they can embed multi-media to 

demonstrate evidence of learning, but if they do not know how to manipulate these 

features, then the space does not afford opportunities to be creative.  
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In another attempt to clarify the concept of affordance, from the field of computer 

mediated communication (CMC), Evans et al. (2017) clarify the concept of a possibility 

for action that lies “between an object/ technology and the user that enables or constrains 

potential behavioural outcomes in a particular context” (p. 36). Evans et al. argue that 

research must critically view an affordance as something that helps mediate behaviour 

towards an outcome. They identify three steps in the validation of a supposed affordance: 

(1) confirm the affordance is not a feature of the technology; (2) confirm that the 

affordance is not an outcome of the behaviour; and (3) confirm the affordance is variable 

in terms of degree or gradation. In an analysis of concepts used in 188 articles from 11 

different journals, Evans et al. apply these three criteria to substantiate reported 

affordances. Their analysis reveals that anonymity, persistence, and visibility meet the 

criteria established for an affordance, whereas privacy, collaboration, and features of an 

object do not. They define anonymity as the degree to which the source of a message 

being communicated is perceived as unknown; persistence as the durability and 

accessibility of the communication; and visibility as the degree to which communication 

or information can easily be located.  

I interpret Evans et al.’s explanation to mean that an affordance is a characteristic 

of the learning space that promotes or facilitates learning outcomes. For example, in the 

case of an ePortfolio, if multi-media is a feature of the technology (space), and creativity 

is an expected learning outcome of the behaviour or task, then the affordance of 

adaptability leads to creative, flexible, and visual representation of learning, or learning 
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benefits, which includes embedding multi-modal artifacts2. This model supports my 

research as I investigate what the environment affords that facilitates learning.  

The term affordance is frequently used in research pertaining to CALL and 

3DVLE literature. Molka-Danielsen, Mundy, Hadjistassou, and Stefanelli (2012) report 

on the interactive nature of these environments and define an affordance as “…a quality 

of an environment which allows an individual to perform an action” (p. 3). From a 

pedagogical perspective, Dalgarno and Lee (2010) scan twenty years of research to 

identify commonly cited characteristics of 3DVLEs which distinguish these platforms 

from other interactive forms of multimedia. The authors categorize affordances of 

3DVLEs according to two main features, fidelity of space and learner interaction. They 

claim that fidelity of space leads to users’ sense of “being there” (presence), which in turn 

increases the likelihood of user interaction. In terms of language learning and task design 

in 3DVLEs, Chapter 7 of this manuscript further explores learning theories in relation to 

affordances of 3DVLEs, namely fidelity of space and immersion.  

Reinders and Hubbard (2013) list many pedagogical advantages of CALL 

resources—i.e., affordances—including authenticity, interaction, and monitoring and 

recording of learning behaviour and progress. While ePortfolios are not as commonly 

researched in the CALL literature (likely because they are used in many pedagogical 

contexts and not just language teaching), an article by Golonka, Bowles, Frank, 

Richardson, and Freynik (2014) lists ePortfolio as an effective technology due to their 

affordances of learner autonomy and the emphasis on process, not only product. The 

distinction between process and product is important because the ePortfolio literature 

rarely uses the term affordance explicitly. Instead, ePortfolio scholars make reference to 

                                                
2 An artifact is a text or image, digital or otherwise, that provides evidence of learning. 
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ePortfolio benefits such as authentic assessment (Abrami & Barett, 2005; Fox, 2017) and 

the act of connecting and reflecting (Lorenzo & Ittleson, 2005; Penny Light, Chen, and 

Ittelson, 2012). In describing ePortfolios, Roberts, Maor, & Herrington (2016) 

differentiate between the paper-based portfolio and the ePortfolio according to 

adaptability, depth of evidence, and audience. According to their descriptions, I 

understand adaptability to mean the ease to which ePortfolios can be edited; depth of 

evidence as the ability to link to external sources; and audience as the persistent and 

portable format. Based on these conceptualizations of affordances, especially the three-

step validation process proposed by Evans et al. (2017), persistence, visibility, and 

adaptability are some of the key affordances of ePortfolios.  

Though the definition of affordances is at times unclear, in this dissertation I 

define an affordance as a characteristic of a space that facilitates or promotes learning. 

For my purposes, I focus on the affordance of fidelity of space, immersion, persistence, 

visibility, and adaptability (see Table 2.1). The affordance of fidelity of space pertains to 

3DVLEs and leads to many learning benefits such as, experiential and mediated learning, 

and real-time social interaction that allows for problem solving and knowledge 

construction. The affordance of immersion in 3DVLEs leads to the user’s sense of 

presence, which helps with social interaction by lowering anxiety and also leads to 

experiential, negotiated, and collaborative learning.  

Regarding ePortfolios, the affordance of persistency refers to a persistent point of 

reference that leads to selection, collection, and reflection and makes feedback accessible 

and connections in learning visible. The ePortfolio affordance of visibility and multi-

layeredness makes it easier for the learner to invest time and effort, integrate learning, 
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and seek frequent and timely feedback. The affordance of adaptability means that the 

learner has a range of tools and media at their disposal to construct knowledge and create 

visual representations of learning that demonstrate critical thinking and creativity.  
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Table 2.1 

Affordances and Associated Learning Benefits of 3DVLEs and ePortfolios 

Affordances of 3DVLEs Learning Benefits Citations 

Fidelity of space/ visually rich 

 
• Experiential learning mediated by others or 

object 

• Real-time social interaction that leads to 

construction of knowledge and problem 

solving (as examples) 

• Berns, Gonzalez-Pardo, & Camacho (2013) 

• Dalgarno & Lee (2010) 

• Lan, Kan, Hsiao, & Yang (2013) 

• Peterson (2011) 

Immersion and sense of presence 

created through gestures and 

customizability 

  

• Extensions of self 

• Social interaction/ community 

• Lower anxiety 

• Leads to experiential, negotiated, and 

collaborative learning (as examples) 

• Dalgarno & Lee (2010) 

• Lan et al. (2013) 

• Liang (2012) 

• Milton, Jonsen, Hirst, & Lindenburn (2012) 

• Matsui & Ahern (2018) 

• Peterson (2012) 

Affordances of ePortfolios Learning Benefits  

Persistency (persistent point of 

reference) 
• Selection, collection, reflection 

• Self-assessment 

• Accessible feedback 

• Visible connections 

• Clark & Eynon (2009) 

• Evans et al. (2017) 

• Penny Light, Ittelson, & Chen (2012) 

• Roberts et al. (2016) 

Visibility (multi-layeredness)  

 

 

• Investment of time and effort 

• Integrative learning 

• Frequent feedback and timely feedback  

• Bass (2012) 

• Evans et al. (2017) 

• Eynon, Gambino, & Török (2014) 

• Roberts et al. (2016) 
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Adaptability (flexibility) 

 
• Range of digital tools/ media  

• Construct knowledge and create visual 

representations of learning 

• Demonstrate critical thinking and creativity 

• Abrami & Barrett (2005) 

• Clark & Eynon (2009) 

• Roberts et al. (2016) 
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3D Virtual Learning Environments 

A description of 3DVLEs necessitates an explanation of the concept virtual, 

which is used liberally in the context of online education and educational technologies, as 

in virtual learning, virtual teaching, virtual education and virtual worlds. While each of 

these terms denotes something slightly different, readers might reasonably assume a 

notion of distance in terms of space or separation between teacher and learner or between 

learner and learner. Similarly, a blog or wiki used for a designated learning activity 

outside of class time or posting a pre-recorded lecture on a course website is considered, 

by some, virtual teaching. Virtual worlds (VWs) may be considered a basic virtual 

display wherein designers have added videos or pictures for the user to select and interact 

with. In these cases, although the content is virtual, it is only interactive to the extent that 

the user has the option to switch between different content. These virtual worlds are 

neither immersive nor 3D in content, but rather 2-dimensional with interactive content 

and designed for a single-user. On the contrary, 3DVLE refers to worlds, spaces, or 

environments that are immersive, Internet hosted, multi-player, and include avatar agents 

and players.  

3DVLEs are multi-user environments where avatars communicate in real-time 

using voice over Internet protocol (VoIP) or synchronous text and movement which lead 

to an increased number of interactions in the target language (Chung, 2012; Gee & 

Hayes, 2011; Ibáñez et al., 2011; Peterson, 2006, 2012; Warburton, 2009). Aptly defined 

by Harris and Rea (2009), “a virtual world is a computer simulated environment that 

enables users to interact with each other without geographical confines. Each user is 

represented by an avatar” (p. 138).  
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In this dissertation work, I am interested in the affordances of the virtual space in 

which users interact. For instance, Hartwick (2017) notes that in a 3DVLE users have the 

illusion of interacting with real objects and in simulated spaces, because the 

environments can be designed to graphically replicate real world places or scenarios 

wherein users can manipulate an avatar (a personalized representation of themselves) to 

purposefully communicate with other users’ avatars using VoIP to accomplish a task. 

Additionally, users can interact with physically represented artifacts, such as chairs and 

tables, and some web-based tools, such as collaborative writing surfaces and text 

functions. The purpose of the interaction is determined by the assigned task and desired 

learning outcomes (Hartwick, 2017). Consequently, 3DVLEs are learning spaces that 

promote social interaction, and interactions that engage the learner in activities that 

promote the construction of knowledge (Blake, 2008; Chapelle, 2000). Chapters 5 and 7 

of this dissertation provide a more thorough definitional context, including images, of the 

particular 3DVLE used throughout my program of research.  

ePortfolios 

The second online learning space under investigation is the ePortfolio. Portfolios, 

whether electronic or paper-based, represent “ongoing selections of learning and 

development over time” (Fox, 2017, p. 135). Much like a personal webpage or wiki, 

students collect and provide evidence of learning through text and multi-media artifacts. 

The ePortfolio literature typically presents these platforms as tools for authentic 

assessment (Abrami & Barrett, 2005; Buyarski & Landis, 2014; Penny Light et al., 

2012); a form of alternative assessment (Fox, 2017); a high impact practice (HIP) (Eynon 

& Gambino, 2017; Kuh, 2008); or an integrative social pedagogy (Eynon & Gambino, 
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2017; Lewis, 2017)—but they are rarely discussed according to their affordances. 

However, ePortfolios are potentially viable online learning spaces according to their 

perceived benefits and affordances in the same way that the affordances of 3DVLEs 

facilitate learning. Below I explain the background of ePortfolios, beginning with the 

paper-based portfolio, in relation to language teaching and learning.  

A paper-based portfolio is described as a collection of student writing that 

provides a range of evidence of a learner’s progress that (it is assumed) stems from 

learner engagement, reflection on learning, and response to feedback. In other words, 

portfolios demonstrate students’ learning over time (Fox, 2014; Hamp-Lyons & Condon, 

2000). Generally, there are two types of portfolios: a working portfolio and showcase 

portfolio. The former represents a more formative and process-oriented approach, while 

the latter is a final or summative representation of student work (Fox, 2014). The reported 

benefits of portfolios included increased active learning, self-reflection, interaction with 

the teacher, and autonomous learning (Fox, 2014; Fox & Hartwick, 2011; Little, 2009).  

Portfolios emerged as alternative forms of assessment or assessment for learning 

(Barrett, 2006) in response to changing assessment practices in Europe and Canada (Fox, 

2014; Little, 2009). For instance, college-level writing programs and language programs 

moved from summative to formative assessment practices because of the reported 

learning benefits of portfolios related to self-directed, learner-centred, communicative, 

and autonomous learning (Hamp-Lyons & Condon, 2000; Little, 2009). Writing 

assessment portfolios were designed to measure a more complex variety of assigned 

writing tasks in a changing educational landscape. These assessment practices are linked 
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to notions of authentic assessment in which practice is deemed to be collaborative and 

knowledge constructed (Williams, 2014).  

Despite the intended benefits of formative assessment and portfolios for learning, 

portfolios have come under fire because of how and what is being assessed. As portfolio 

assessment is tightly integrated with instruction, it was a challenge to account for the 

context of teaching in the practice of assessment and determine exactly what is to be 

assessed (Hamp-Lyons & Condon, 2000). Hamp-Lyons and Condon (2000) praise 

portfolio assessment “because portfolios help teachers help learners assume more 

responsibility for their own learning…” (p. xv). While this is an admirable stance, it is 

not always the case. In describing the expected benefits of the European Language 

Portfolio (ELP), Little (2009) explains how the language portfolio was designed to 

promote learning by doing and learner autonomy based on the Common European 

Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) “I can” statements; however, he claims 

that the reported benefits from reflective language learning are not always attainable as 

students are unable to self-assess. 

While the ELP has by all accounts been successfully implemented (Little 2009), 

Fox’s (2014) case study of portfolio-based language assessment (PBLA) in LINC 

(Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada) classes suggests that portfolios have 

not achieved the same success in Canada. Fox (2014) found that despite the expected 

benefits of PBLA, lack of student buy-in and misalignment in teachers’ delivery caused 

the assessment practice to shift from formative practice (the intention) to summative 

assessment, thereby mitigating the value of the practice. According to Fox (2014), the 

challenge of buy-in might be linked to students’ expectations and beliefs about 
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assessment practices, especially for those students from different educational cultures 

(Deneen et al., 2017). The intention was that PBLA would move assessment from 

summative to formative because of the frequency of feedback, students’ active noticing, 

and student’s ability to self-assess; however, students are not always convinced that this 

type of assessment practice is legitimate as compared to traditional tests or writing 

assignments (Fox, 2014). Fox reported that some teachers felt more accountable to their 

practice because of PBLA, but most felt that PBLA made assessment practices more 

frequent and summative in nature. Further, the lack of student buy-in resulted in a shift 

with the PBLA to assessment of instead of for learning. The intended benefits were 

grounded in the belief that learning would be autonomous and student-centred, but 

(incorrectly) assumed students were motivated and able to self-assess. 

With the advent of technology, digital media, and online teaching, there has been 

a shift in practice from paper-based portfolios to ePortfolios. An ePortfolio is web-based 

and allows students to collect, store, and showcase evidence of learning, either in real-

time or asynchronously. A report published by the Higher Education Quality Council of 

Ontario (Hinton et al., 2017) defines an ePortfolio as a “digital collection of files often 

used as part of a job application, professional development, planning or assessment of 

learning outcomes (p. 9). Lorenzo and Itteson (2005) define an ePortfolio as “a 

digitalized collection of artifacts, including demonstrations, resources, and 

accomplishments that represent an individual, group, organization, or institution” (p. 2). 

Meanwhile, Abrami and Barrett (2005) describe ePortfolios as “digital containers capable 

of storing visual and auditory content; software for which may also be designed to 

support a variety of pedagogical processes and assessment purposes” (para. 1). An 
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ePortfolio is like a digital archiving system wherein users collect and store pieces of work 

that have been purposefully selected for an intended audience. ePortfolios are “defined by 

the mantra: collect, select and reflect” (Clark & Eynon, 2009, p. 18). Accordingly, an 

ePortfolio is an electronically hosted learning space used in education to showcase 

students’ work and learning progress. In this space learners provide evidence of meeting 

learning outcomes through critically placed artifacts, whether text-based, multi-modal, or 

digital representations of learning, such as embedded media.  

Unpacking the affordances of ePortfolios is a challenging task because of the 

different assessment practices and platforms associated with them. Like in paper-based 

portfolios, there are two main assessment practices depending on the type of electronic 

portfolio: a showcase portfolio and a process or working portfolio. Essentially, the former 

characteristically provides evidence of accomplishing certain competencies, while the 

latter demonstrates evidence of the learning process (Abrami & Barrett, 2005; Fox, 

2014). Showcase ePortfolios focus on the illustration of learner competencies, which are 

often presented in the form of a digital artifact. Evidence of learning is often constructed 

as a final collection or documentation, usually aligned with a summative assessment 

practice. Process-based ePortfolios, on the other hand, focus on frequent feedback and the 

developing of a student’s ability to reflect and self-assess (Abrami & Barrett, 2005; Fox, 

2014). Process-based ePortfolios assume learning is an integrative, reflective, and social 

process that occurs over time, where outcomes are achieved through an iterative and 

creative process (Eynon & Gambino, 2017; Lewis, 2017).  

Further ePortfolio assessment practices are deemed authentic, as they focus on the 

assessment of higher order skills (Abrami & Barrett, 2005). A report prepared for the 
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Higher Education Quality Council in Ontario (Hinton et al., 2017) identifies higher order 

skills as essential learning outcomes, including skills like critical thinking, written and 

oral communication, and integrated learning through connection making and reflection 

(Lorenzo & Ittleson, 2005; Penny Light et al., 2012). Many of these skills align with 21st 

century learning theories reviewed in Chapter 3. I understand this to mean that 

ePortfolios have the potential to move beyond simply selecting and collecting evidence, 

but also provide learners a space to practice and demonstrate these higher order skills 

through reflection and integration of experience and knowledge.  

To further complicate the unpacking of affordances, like 3DVLEs there are also 

different platforms used in ePortfolio studies, including Web 2.0 tools like 

Wordpress.com or Wikispaces, to commercial platforms like PebblePad or open source 

platforms like Mahara (Barrett, 2006; Clark & Eynon, 2009; Lorenzon & Ittleson, 2005). 

These different ePortfolio platforms may have different affordances. Moreover, the 

context may vary, as ePortfolios are used in many programs (e.g., visual arts, nursing, 

pre-service teacher education) and at different levels (e.g., K-12 to tertiary education, at 

the course, program, or institutional level) (Clark & Eynon, 2009; Lorenzo & Ittleson, 

2005). The study reported in Chapter 8 refers to a course-level investigation of ePortfolio 

practice in an EAP course (Hartwick, McCarroll, & Davidson, in press).  

Compared to paper-based portfolios, the ability to easily integrate a variety of 

multi-media artifacts such as audio, video, and graphics make ePortfolios flexible and 

adaptable, thereby affording iterative and reflective learning processes (Abrami & 

Barrett, 2005; Barrett, 2006; Bryant & Chittum, 2013; Clark & Eynon, 2009). 

Additionally, the easy integration of multi-media and user-generated content helps 
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learners demonstrate higher-level competencies such as critical thinking and connection 

making (Clark & Eynon, 2009; Penny Light et al., 2012). Moreover, the persistent nature 

of ePortfolios allows for frequent and easy accessibility lending itself to peer and/or 

teacher feedback and opportunities to self-assess and reflect, reported to help develop 21st 

century and higher order skills (Roberts et al., 2016). Personalized learning experiences, 

more flexible outcomes, and opportunities to reflect are other reported benefits that help 

the learner make sense of their learning process (Penny Light et al., 2012). Further, as a 

social pedagogy, ePortfolios have recently been identified as a high impact practice 

(HIP), like first year seminars, and are positively correlated to student retention and 

achievement in post-secondary education (Eynon & Gambino, 2017). Based on these 

reported benefits, the ePortfolio promises to move the student from novice to expert as 

they work towards achieving learning outcomes related to content or skill in a space 

where progress can be easily demonstrated (Deneen et al., 2017).  

Despite the reported benefits of ePortfolios, the literature does not clearly identify 

affordances in relation to associated learning benefits and outcomes. Moving forward, I 

argue that ePortfolios, like 3DVLEs, are unique because the affordances facilitate 

learning. This is the basis of inquiry throughout the dissertation. In Chapter 3, I provide 

an in-depth review of theories from several domains including education, SLA, and 

CALL, which have helped to situate and guide my research.  
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Chapter 3    

Making Sense with Theory 

To move forward, to know where to invest our energies, we have need of theory.  

—Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2006, p. 23  

 

Theories bring order out of chaos.  

—Long, 2007, p. 22  

 

Much of the literature pertaining to learning in 3DVLEs is situated in 

sociocultural theory (Vygotsky, 1986), including constructed (Dede, 2007), mediated 

(Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2006), or experiential (Gee, 2007) accounts. Similarly, studies 

relating to ePortfolios are commonly situated in constructivist theories (e.g., Abrami & 

Barrett, 2005; Eynon & Gambino, 2017), self-regulated learning theory (e.g., Wade, 

Abrami, & Sclater, 2005), situated learning theory (e.g., Batson, 2011), and integrative 

social pedagogy (e.g., Eynon & Gambino, 2017). This theory buffet (Levy & Stockwell, 

2006, as cited in Hubbard & Levy, 2016) has blurred the lens through which I have 

attempted to investigate the affordances of online learning spaces in my own research. In 

which of these theories did my research best belong? To further complicate things, in 

which domain was my research best situated—education, second language acquisition 

(SLA), or computer assisted language learning (CALL)? The concept of affordances of 

space—defined in Chapter 2 as a characteristic of the space that can facilitate learning—

became increasingly important.  

Consequently, this chapter systematically unravels terms from various learning 

theories (e.g. Vygotsky, 1986), SLA theories (e.g. Krashen, 1982), and CALL theories 

(e.g. Chapelle, 2000) in order to situate my own research and the concept of affordances. 
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In this process, I use the term element, which I define as an integral component, 

characteristic, or part of a theory, like the terms social, mediated, and integrated. This 

chapter helps illustrate the depth of theoretical possibilities, which in turn contextualizes 

my program of research. What transpires is the “drilling down” (Fox & Hartwick, 2011) 

of elements from multiple theories, beginning with general learning theories.  

Learning Theories and Learning into the 21st Century 

This section is motivated by my own pedagogical experiences using various 

digital spaces for teaching EAP, including learning management systems (LMS), 

ePortfolios, and 3DVLEs. As noted earlier and throughout my program of research, I 

have tried to understand which theoretical approach or combination of approaches best 

accounts for how people learn according to the affordances, and what are recurring 

elements across theories. A common thread throughout this dissertation is the importance 

of drawing on multiple theoretical approaches to better understand or capture the 

affordances of each online learning space, 3DVLEs and ePortfolios.  

My practical understanding of learning theories suggests that no one theory 

adequately accounts for how people learn in online spaces. This thought is confirmed in 

the literature by experts like Anderson (2008), Dede (2003), and Haythornthwaite and 

Andrews (2011), who call for a new or modified learning theory in these contexts. 

Indeed, the background section of the publication submitted in Chapter 7 of this 

dissertation acknowledges the complexity of accounting for how people learn with 

respect to more well-known learning theories such as behaviourism and constructivism, 

as they fail to consider the affordances of the online space. Chapter 7 begins by exploring 

elements from general learning theories in relation to 3DVLEs to help inform a series of 
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activities designed for an EAP class. The challenge in preparing to write this publication 

was identifying the many elements from existing learning theories that might best inform 

practice in these ever-changing online learning contexts. Although Chapter 7 includes a 

thorough analysis of multiple learning theories, I will briefly summarize the results of the 

analysis below to better situate the reader.  

In language teaching, classroom practice has moved beyond dictation, imitation, 

and rote learning towards more individualized learning paths that focus on promoting 

critical thinking and problem-solving skills. Therefore, a move towards more 

contemporary, social approaches to learning, including social and persistent online spaces 

that nurture critical thinking and promote skill development, is warranted. This includes 

elements from learning theories that guided 20th century practice, like practice and rote, 

and elements from learning theories and approaches in the 21st century—mostly socially 

motivated—that highlight the affordances as a mediator of interaction and skill 

development. The following summary focuses on elements from multiple learning 

theories and frameworks that have most guided my research, such as Bransford et al.’s 

(2000) four lenses of learning and Dede’s (2010) framework for learning in the 21st 

century. These in turn influenced my choice to look to an analytic framework by Phillips, 

McNaught, and Kennedy (2012) that closely captures the process of learning I have 

observed in 3DVLE and ePortfolio spaces. The analytic framework is explained in the 

methods chapter, Chapter 4, and in the publication in Chapter 7.  

In the manuscript in Chapter 7, I and my co-author (Nuket Savaskan Nowlan) 

draw on multiple learning theories to unpack important elements3 (see Table 3.1) 

                                                
3 Note: In Chapter 7 we use the term characteristic instead of element. In the dissertation I have chosen to 

use element to differentiate from the use of characteristic in reference to affordances in Chapter 2.  
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including practice and repetition derived from behaviourist theories, and elements like 

active learning and collaboration derived from socio-cultural theories. As we note in the 

chapter, elements of constructivist and socio-cultural theory are also evident in 21st 

century pedagogies. For instance, Vygotsky’s (1986) social view of learning is especially 

prevalent in contemporary theories of learning wherein learning is believed to be active, 

social, and collaborative, among other things. Following a review of behaviourist, 

cognitivist, and constructivist learning theories, Chapter 7 captures elements from a range 

of more contemporary learning theories and approaches that help to make sense of 

learning into the 21st century. These include digital competencies (Siemens, 2005), higher 

order skills like critical and connective thinking (Dede, 2007; Siemens, 2005), physical 

experiences in online spaces (Loke, 2014; Savin-Baden, 2008), the role of Internet and 

technology (Prensky, 2006; Scardamalia & Berreiter, 2006), and the role of learning 

space (Gee, 2007; Savin-Baden, 2008).  

Table 3.1  

Learning Theories and Relevant Elements  

Theory Theoretician(s) Element (s) 

Behaviourism Skinner (1957)   Drill, practice, repetition  

Cognitivist Gagne (1985) Skills and strategies 

Constructivist/ 

Socio-cultural 

Dewey (1896), Piaget 

(1959), Vygotsky (1986) 

Interactive, constructed, supported, 

prior knowledge and experiences 

Connectivist Siemen (2005)  Networked, digital, socially 

connected, digitally savvy  

Space Gee (2007), Prensky (2006), 

Savin-Baden (2008)  

Digital and physical experiences, 

ubiquitous 

21st Century Dede (2007, 2010) Skills & content, digital literacy, 

collaboration, problem-solving   
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It is evident that theories and approaches to learning are numerous and diverse. I 

have shown how terms like connected, experiential, negotiated, intentional, collaborative 

and interactive are key elements in these theoretical approaches, but a consideration of 

the affordances of space in learning, whether physical or virtual, is especially pertinent 

for understanding how people learn in online spaces. For my purposes, I suggest that the 

focus of research include observation of student activity and engagement as a 

consequence of the task and the specified affordances. As such, understanding what is 

happening in and because of the space is critical to any theoretical approach to learning in 

3DVLEs and ePortfolios. Further, as the focus of my research pertains to learning a 

second or other language in an academic context, a review of key constructs from SLA 

theories is also necessary. As such, this next section critically examines key constructs 

from SLA theory to understand how they may or may not contribute to my own program 

of research in terms of how learners interact with and in 3DVLEs and ePortfolios and 

because of the affordances of these learning spaces.  

Second Language Acquisition Theory 

Chapter 7 and the above summary illustrate which elements from learning 

theories and 21st century learning theories best resonate with my program of research, but 

how does my research connect to SLA theories and how do SLA theories help explain 

language learning and acquisition in 3DVLEs and ePortfolios? These are important 

questions, as my participants are second (or additional) language learners, and so a 

review of key SLA theories is a necessary part of my dissertation. The following review 

of SLA theories is arguably longer than the section on learning theories, as the review 

does not appear in any of the publications included in this dissertation. The review is 
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interpreted in relation to my program of research and my growing understanding of the 

affordances of space, namely fidelity of space, immersion, persistency, adaptability, and 

visibility (see Table 2.1). As such, the focus is on affordances of space, learning, and 

linguistic and virtual interaction. I assume that learning is active and includes interaction 

with others, objects in the environment, and with the environment itself. I also assume 

that opportunities for interaction, collaboration, experiences, and knowledge construction 

are presented in the learning environment and because of the affordances of the space.  

As in general learning theories, the theoretical scope of SLA includes a multitude 

of perspectives, including cognitive, psychological, educational, linguistic, and social – 

theories that seek to understand the learner and the learning process (Ellis, 2008). While 

interdisciplinary due to its relative novelty as a field, Long (2007) believes that the 

proliferation of SLA theories is problematic because of the comparative differences and 

disconnect to language teaching theories and research. As such, I begin with a brief 

historical account of SLA theories followed by a critical presentation of key constructs, 

such as input, output, noticing, and interaction as understood by key theorists namely: 

Krashen, Swain, Long, and Schmidt. Their theories consider how second languages are 

acquired by investigating the role of input and/ or output and the role of conscious or 

unconscious awareness and attention to form; further, they consider the differences 

between production and comprehension in relation to learner acquisition. 

Historical Account 

Historically, SLA theories have drawn on theories from first language and child 

language development. In the 1970s SLA studies focused on acquisition order, first 

language influences, learner errors, and non-classroom learners (Ellis, 2008). This era 
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was followed by Krashen’s Input Hypothesis in which the language acquisition was 

explained through interaction and comprehensible linguistic input. As reported by 

VanPatten and Benati (2010), by the 1990s there were a multitude of competing theories, 

including innate and skill-based accounts of SLA. Moving into the 21st century, socio-

cultural accounts of SLA began to emerge. I have organized this review around four 

theoretical constructs and a socio-cultural account of SLA that best explain SLA in 

relation to the affordances of online spaces. A more comprehensive review of SLA theory 

is outside the scope of this dissertation.  

Key Constructs 

The constructs reviewed below, while not necessarily a chronological account, 

exist within prominent SLA theories including Krashen’s Input Hypothesis; Long’s 

Interaction Hypothesis; Swain’s Pushed or Comprehensible Output; and Schmidt’s 

Noticing Hypothesis. They help make sense of how to observe and possibly measure 

SLA in 3DVLE and ePortfolio practice. Importantly, I am interested in how elements 

from these theoretical constructs may account for what happens outside of the learner’s 

head and make sense of how the affordances may contribute to or facilitate language 

learning as I investigate the role of the learner’s physical and virtual presence in these 

novel social learning environments. My objective is to critically examine constructs from 

SLA theories and question how certain elements, like spontaneous feedback, may or may 

not contribute to my own program of research.  

Input 

A review of SLA theories inevitably includes input, an essential construct in SLA. 

Input provides the learner with data or information from which to learn, quite literally 
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“…information about what is possible within a language” (Gass & Mackey, 2007, p. 

177). VanPatten and Benati (2010) describe input as the language a learner is exposed to, 

a “major data source for the language learner (p. 36)”. Ellis (2008) distinguishes between 

two types of input, interactive and non-interactive, where the former is participatory (e.g., 

conversation) and the latter is direct (e.g., language input provided by a written text). One 

of the most notable SLA theories is Krashen’s Input Hypothesis (Krashen, 1982). 

Krashen distinguishes between acquisition and learning, stating that acquisition is 

a subconscious process compared to learning, which he describes as an intentional, 

conscious process (Ellis, 2008). Krashen’s Input Hypothesis highlights the role of input 

in the acquisition of a second language and claims that input must be comprehensible for 

acquisition to occur. Further, acquisition assumes progress is sequential and is facilitated 

by input that is just slightly beyond the learner’s competence: “…input becomes 

comprehensible as a result of simplification and with the help of contextual and 

extralinguistic clues…” (Ellis, 2008, p. 246). Based on the premise that there is a natural 

order to learning a language, this hypothesis claims that to move from one level of 

competence, level i, the learner needs i + 1 to move to the next level. Gass and Selinker 

(2008) concur that learners progress naturally from one stage of acquisition to the next 

because of comprehensible input.  

According to Krashen’s model, the point at which input is comprehensible is the 

point at which the learner processes or acquires language. Input can be simplified and 

made more comprehensible if the speaker slows their speech rate and uses simpler syntax 

and vocabulary, sometimes called foreigner talk (Gass & Selinker, 2008; Krashen, 1982; 

VanPatten & Williams, 2007). Long (1996) posits that input is mediated and depends on 
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the learner’s level of proficiency and attention. Further, comprehensible input leads to 

comprehension, and interactional factors, such as recasts.  

Yet, however necessary, comprehensible input is not sufficient for acquisition. 

While a learner may understand, understanding is not sufficient evidence that they have 

learned and can therefore produce the language properly. According to VanPatten and 

Williams (2007), comprehensible input is almost certainly assured assuming the learner 

has a basic level of language or i. Also, good input is input that is comprehensible to the 

learner regardless of level of competence and will be aided by frequency, delivery rate, 

length of utterance, and comprehension checks by another speaker, especially in earlier 

stages of acquisition (Gass & Selinker, 2008; Krashen, 1982). Good input needs to be 

interesting and relevant and “rich and comprehensible” (VanPatten & Williams, 2007, p. 

29) and speech emerges because of acquisition. Gass and Selinker (2008) differentiate 

input from intake, in that input is what is available, whereas intake is what is internalized.  

According to Krashen’s Input Hypothesis and my understanding of what 

constitutes comprehensible input, the affordances of 3DVLEs and ePortfolios must 

facilitate comprehensible input, otherwise acquisition will not be possible because 

spontaneous feedback and recasts are not possible unless there is a speaker of the target 

language present in the environment. Spontaneous feedback is not always possible, as 

users are often alone in 3DVLEs and ePortfolios. However, in terms of affordances like 

immersion and visibility, I argue that virtual input (VI), or non-linguistic input, is input 

that is rich and comprehensible because of learners’ past experiences with language or 

connections to and experiences in the world. Thus, VI and Krashen’s input may facilitate 

acquisition because of the affordances of the learning space.  
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Other notable factors contributing to successful acquisition is learning in low-

anxiety environments (Krashen, 1982). Krashen’s affective filter accounts for why 

learners with lower anxiety levels are more likely to acquire the language, as they tend to 

have a positive attitude towards learning the language (VanPatten & Williams, 2007). 

Accordingly, the lower the filter, the better the chances of acquisition. Early observations 

in 3DVLE contexts show that students who are more familiar with the technology 

demonstrate good use of language and content; acquisition has yet to be measured in my 

own studies. Perhaps increased schema and lower cognitive load (in cases where students 

are comfortable using gaming-like technologies) are variables in these cases.  

Consequently, future 3DVLE studies could attempt to demonstrate that 3DVLEs 

are low-anxiety contexts by asking learners to indicate their comfort levels while learning 

in a 3DVLE. For instance, a post-survey questionnaire could evaluate learners’ anxiety 

level by asking the participant to indicate on a scale of 1–10 how anxious they felt. For 

even richer data and validation, a small focus group could assess users’ comfort levels. It 

would need to be demonstrated that 3DVLEs are less conducive to overt correction 

thereby reducing the learner’s anxiety. In addition to anxiety levels, Krashen’s (1982) 

Affective Filter hypothesis shows how traits like motivation and self-confidence are 

correlated to successful SLA. The 3DVLE literature claims that the affordances of these 

spaces also promote these traits, which could potentially be captured by a post-study 

questionnaire (see for example, Peterson, 2010). Similarly, literature reviewed in Chapter 

2 on ePortfolios reports on benefits like self-regulated and autonomous learning (as 

example, Wade, Abrami, & Sclater, 2005).  
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Krashen (1981) makes another distinction between acquisition and learning, 

stating that acquisition is aided by informal environments so long as the learner is 

actively involved, while learning is supported by formal instruction. He further 

distinguishes between formal and informal learning environments, claiming that informal 

environments are conducive to acquisition if language is used for communication, while 

formal environments help learners become more proficient. Informal or natural 

environments are characterized by contexts in which a learner is immersed in the target 

language, but in which no explicit linguistic feedback is provided; however, there is 

frequent and comprehensible input. Comparatively, formal environments like an English 

language class provide explicit, rule-based instruction. In his book Second Language 

Acquisition and Second Language Learning, Krashen (1981) reviews outcomes from a 

handful of studies, demonstrating the following: informal instruction may positively 

impact adult language learners; motivation and skill may positively impact learners 

regardless of the environment; real and sustained language use in informal contexts 

positively impacts the learner; and informal, immersive environments are possible 

predictors for success. However, Krashen claims that for an informal environment to 

promote language acquisition, the student must be actively involved and engaged.  

Most relevant to my own research is the idea that language might be acquired 

more naturally in these contexts, because the 3DVLEs and ePortfolios are immersive, 

persistent and visible; these affordances lead to learner engagement. Consequently, it 

could be expected that learners will engage or interact with the task and the space 

facilitating a subtle or informal learning process. Based on Krashen’s research, if these 

online spaces can be described as informal, immersive, and engaging learning 
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environments that provide rich and comprehensible input, then we might be able to show 

that 3DVLEs and ePortfolios facilitate SLA. In my own research, I consider input as 

virtual (VI), visual, non-linguistic, and linguistic, and I hold that input is a consequence 

of the learner’s experiences in the space. Further, I assess written language to determine 

whether language, content, and self-awareness are acquired due to the affordances of the 

learning space that lead to learning benefits like interaction and input. Krashen’s model is 

perhaps overly simplistic for my purposes in that it considers linguistic input only.  

Krashen’s Input Hypothesis has been criticized because of its lack of emphasis on 

the role of output. As suggested by Long (1996), while comprehensible input is 

necessary, it is not sufficient for SLA to occur. This is supported by Swain’s (1985, 2000) 

seminal research with French immersion students, whom they found could comprehend 

the target language, but had difficulty producing it. As above, Long views input in 

relation to the linguistic environment whose role is to provide the non-native speaker 

both positive and negative input. He claims that input includes the speaker’s attention, 

awareness, and focus on form, not simply frequency. The role of linguistic devices, such 

as repetition and reformulation, are part of the linguistic environment. In addition, Long 

(1996) argues there is a causal relationship between conversation and acquisition based 

on evidence that suggests negotiation of meaning improves comprehension; however, 

empirical research cannot easily control for external variables across time to conclusively 

show cause. 

Based on the above, in assessing language and content in my tasks, I should 

differentiate between comprehension and acquisition; however, much like Swain’s 

French immersion studies, I am more interested in whether the affordances facilitate 
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comprehension as demonstrated by language production or use. Furthermore, the 

distinction between input and interaction is not always clear. Some type of input, not 

necessarily linguistic, is relevant to my 3DVLE research, as I use an observational matrix 

to measure quality, frequency, and type of interaction with VI (see for example, Chapter 

5); but, based on these theories, it is linguistic output that is measured to determine 

learning and acquisition.  

At this point, while I appreciate the importance of Krashen’s (1981, 1982) Input 

Hypothesis because the affordances of online spaces help to increase the amount and 

possibly the frequency of language input, it does not account for the social context and 

mediating factors, such as artifacts. Further, as stated previously, the notion of input is 

limiting in the SLA literature, as it views input as purely linguistic, i.e., either heard or 

read. Even constructs like noticing (further discussed below), awareness, and focus on 

form refer to linguistic forms. Krashen’s hypothesis thus does not adequately account for 

non-interactive input such as visual artifacts and learner experiences, or other observed 

interactions such as interaction with the space, the tool, or a peer. These are important in 

relation to the affordances and seem to be underrepresented by this theory. For example, 

the affordance of fidelity or authenticity of space in 3DVLEs leads to social interaction. 

In observing 3DVLE interactions and according to an observational matrix I developed 

(see Chapter 5), I look at types of input, including verbal, visual, and spatial. This next 

section describes the construct of output as understood by many SLA theorists and 

explores possible relevance to my own research. 
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Output 

While Krashen’s Input Hypothesis highlights the importance of input in SLA, he 

does not account for the role of output. Swain (2000) highlights the importance of output 

in SLA and learning. Her significant contribution to SLA theory is the Comprehensible 

Output Hypothesis in which she argues output is a necessary condition for learning, as it 

pushes the learner to produce syntactically and morphologically more accurate language. 

She argues that, “negotiating meaning needs to incorporate the notion of being pushed 

toward the delivery of a message that is not only conveyed, but that is conveyed 

precisely, coherently, and appropriately” (Swain, 1985, p. 249).  

Swain’s Comprehensible Output hypothesis emerged from her earlier research 

wherein she hypothesized why French immersion programs in 1970s Quebec, while they 

provided learners with plenty of rich linguistic input, did not produce learners with strong 

syntactical and grammatical output. Swain suggests that “pushed” output needs to be 

more syntactically accurate in terms of form and not just meaning (Ellis, 2008). In a 

review of Swain’s Comprehensible Output Hypothesis, Gass and Selinker (2008) point 

out how it distinguishes between language used for communication and language 

produced accurately, a move that focuses on syntactic as opposed to simply semantic 

meaning. Gass and Selinker reiterate how Swain’s hypothesis focuses on the learners’ 

ability to use language productively as opposed for just comprehension. It is this 

distinction that led Swain (1985) to introduce the notion of comprehensible or pushed 

output, which relates to the learners’ ability to produce language in speech and writing. 

Swain’s theory is based on the learner progressing through three stages: (1) 

noticing a linguistic gap in production; (2) testing production for accuracy through 
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feedback; and (3) reflecting on correct linguistic production. Swain (2000) identifies 

these three steps as a necessary process for acquiring specific linguistic forms. At the 

noticing stage, she stresses the importance of practice and interlocutor feedback, arguing 

that comprehensible output will lead to language acquisition because of learner 

adjustments to language production that occur from noticing. At this stage, 

communication is a critical component because, “collaborative dialogue is dialogue in 

which speakers are engaged in problem solving and knowledge building” (Swain, 2000, 

p. 102). This collaboration assumes a certain level of social interaction with an 

interlocutor and a level of meta-linguistic knowledge on the part of the learner.  

At the testing stage, learners may hypothesize or test language accuracy when 

speaking or writing, thereby modifying language output. At this point, Swain argues 

output leads to acquisition, which evolves from the learner’s opportunity to modify 

speech through feedback, negotiation, and/ or recast. This claim is supported by a study 

by McDonough (2005) and reported by Gass and Selinker (2008). Accordingly, output is 

the language that is ultimately produced by the learner. In my studies, production or 

output is a measurable way to determine how well a learner has acquired the language 

and importantly demonstrates the learner’s ability to think critically or make connections. 

Based on Swain’s theory, communication with an interlocutor is a necessary condition, 

but affordances like persistency may create opportunities for active noticing and 

reflection, which may facilitate achievement of higher order thinking and connection 

making rather than linguistic characteristics of output described by Swain.  

Swain considers output as more important than input in language learning as it 

pushes the learner to communicate. Swain and Lapkin (1995) show how learners who are 
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given tasks that push output through negotiation demonstrate evidence of acquisition or 

consolidation of knowledge. The inclusion of an interlocutor in the process of negotiation 

is the first indication of SLA involving more than just the learner. Key to Swain’s theory 

is that learners develop and test their own language hypotheses through interaction with a 

speaker of the target language. She also notes the importance of the learning environment 

and cites van Lier (2000) who argues, “…all social activity forms a part of the learning 

environment” (p. 99). Her perspective of SLA has shifted to include more than just the 

learner and aligns better with my own view.  

In her later work, Swain (2000) states that input and output hypotheses do not 

adequately account for language learning from a socio-cultural perspective. From this 

perspective, language is believed to be learned through collaborative dialogue which 

mediates language and knowledge. Moving beyond the Output Hypothesis, she favours 

the terms writing and utterance instead of output. Further, she stresses the role of 

mediated activities in which language is one of the most obvious mediators in terms of 

learning, “physical and semiotic tools mediate our interaction with the physical and social 

environment” (p. 103-104). This view reflects how I perceive the affordances of 3DVLEs 

and ePortfolios as they mediate interaction and facilitate opportunities for linguistic and 

virtual input. According to a socio-cultural interpretation of output, whether the learner 

attends to meaning or form because of collaboration depends to a large extent on the task 

(Swain, 2000). Therefore, if students are asked to focus on form, their dialogue is still 

meaning based as they collaborate on what to notice in terms of form; language is 

reflective. Swain (2000) cites a study by Holunga (1994) wherein she reflects how 
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“dialogue mediated their co-construction of strategic processes and of linguistic 

knowledge” (p. 109).  

Swain’s shift towards a more socio-cultural perspective includes the interlocutor 

as a necessary part of acquisition in which interaction is mediated and collaborative and 

outside of the learner’s head (VanPatten & Benati, 2010). This evolving view on SLA is 

more relevant to online learning spaces as the affordances, such as fidelity of space, may 

help to mediate the task and facilitate learning. Consequently, future research should 

consider carefully what is mediating language development in these environments. And, 

if output or production is used to measure learner competence or acquisition, future 

studies should necessarily include a pre- and post-test to measure acquisition. 

Alternatively, while complicated, studies may look for examples of noticing by having 

students identify instances through a think aloud process while watching recorded 

interactions. However, this is moving away somewhat from my own program of research, 

which investigates how the affordances of space lead to improved language production 

from a semantic perspective. My research is less focused on discrete linguistic accuracy 

as described by Swain’s Output Hypothesis, and instead asks, can the learning space 

function as an interlocutor?  

Whereas Swain (1985, 2000) looks for evidence of learning by transcribing 

learner conversations, my research looks for evidence of learning in students’ written 

responses to prompts wherein they reflect on their experiences interacting in and with the 

space. Their success is measured more holistically as opposed to linguistically and 

according to three areas, content, language, and self-awareness. As noted by M. Rodgers 

(personal communication, July 7, 2017), I am demonstrating certain traits or skills that 
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are associated with acquisition, such as interaction, awareness and noticing, rather than 

demonstrating acquisition. If the learner can respond to the prompt using comprehensible 

language and if comprehension is enhanced by the affordances, such as immersion, then 

is this productive? As I am more interested in the learners’ ability to demonstrate learning 

and meaning due to affordances that lead to interaction and experience, perhaps my 

studies measure comprehensible production rather than linguistic accuracy or output? 

The role of output in SLA is not apparently all that conclusive: “output, then, as 

merely repetition may be less useful than output where learners are given opportunities to 

incorporate new forms in their production” (Gass & Sleinker 2008, p. 329). As explained, 

“we can have a language learner recite a speech that is perfect English, but it is too far 

beyond their abilities to understand it or use any of the new linguistic information” (M. 

Rodgers, personal communication, July 7, 2017). Previously, my beliefs as a teacher 

assumed comprehensible output meant the learners’ ability to communicate content and 

meaning while demonstrating critical thinking. Consequently, as the learner acquired 

language, their semantic and syntactic proficiency increased. Comprehensible output 

assumes a level of linguistic accuracy in the SLA literature.  

I continue to struggle with how to generalize these theories to my own research as 

there is not always an interlocutor, nor am I attending to linguistic form, but rather to the 

learners’ ability to demonstrate understanding of content that has emerged because of the 

affordances. As suggested by M. Rodgers (personal communication, July 7, 2017), these 

are perhaps not mutually exclusive, and while the 3DVLE (as an example) may provide 

the learner an understanding of content and form, theoretically this could lead to 
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opportunities for linguistic learning. This leads to the construct of noticing in the SLA 

literature. 

Noticing 

In contrast to Krashen’s Input Hypothesis, Schmidt (1990) believes that language 

acquisition is the direct result of consciously noticing a linguistic feature. This feature 

may or may not lead to learner uptake, which is an observable behaviour in response to 

native speaker recasts or feedback. Uptake differs from intake, which may exist in the 

learner’s mind but is unobservable (VanPatten & Benati, 2010). Schmidt’s (1990, 1993a) 

Noticing Hypothesis states that what learners notice consciously about language is intake, 

whether lexical, phonological, or otherwise. This model is concerned with attention 

allocation or alertness, orientation in terms of what is focused on and which may be task 

dependent, and detection (Gass & Selinker, 2008). Accordingly, learning is a result of 

attention to form upon noticing a gap. While arguably vague, he compares dichotomies of 

unconscious to conscious learning and maintains that in terms of SLA, noticing is 

important and can occur incidentally.  

Schmidt’s Noticing Hypothesis (1990, 1993a) identifies three issues related to 

conscious and unconscious learning:(1) incidental versus intentional learning; (2) 

attention to or awareness of linguistic form and noticing a gap; and (3) implicit versus 

explicit learning or short term versus long term memory. The first issue considers the 

difference between incidental and intentional learning, where the difference is primarily 

between semantic and grammatical acquisition, and in some instances due to purpose of 

language use. For example, grammar may be explicitly taught and therefore intentionally 

learned, whereas language may be used simply to convey a message. The second issue 
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considers the process of input to intake and noticing. At this point, the learner must 

intentionally attend to or notice input for input to become intake, as “…intake is that part 

of input that the learner notices” (Schmidt, 1990, p. 141). Gass and Mackey (2007) 

describe attention as a mechanism that explains how learners sift through the masses of 

input made available to them. A third issue related to unconscious versus conscious 

learning is the difference between implicit and explicit learning and how these relate to 

understanding. Schmidt (1993a) explains that explicit learning is more rule-based and a 

result of direct teaching, whereas implicit learning may be a result of exposure or 

immersion.  

 Schmidt (1990, 1993a) attempts to differentiate between conscious and 

unconscious learning but appreciates the need for both. Regarding noticing, it can be 

implicit, meaning that the learner does not have to explicitly attend to anything. 

According to Schmidt, consciousness or awareness is typically related to noticing content 

and not grammar. This is conscious process, which he argues is more than perception, 

“…having noticed some aspect of the environment, we can analyze it and compare it to 

what we have noticed on other occasions” (Schmidt, 1990, p. 133). Perhaps this occurs 

while interacting online whereby the learner notices content, which may or may not be 

used in production. VanPatten and Benati (2010) further describe the notion of awareness 

in relation to learner experiences and as the learner’s ability to show, report, and describe 

their experiences.  

In their book, VanPatten and Benati (2010) summarize key terms in SLA 

literature, such as aspect, attention, and feedback. The notion of attention means the 

learners’ cognitive ability to select one stimulus over another; this is not specific to 
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linguistic form and so may be more relevant to my program of research if one considers 

the user’s attention to VI or stimuli, linguistic or otherwise. Further, VanPatten and 

Benati define individual differences that may impact learning and acquisition, such as 

aptitude, motivation, learning styles and strategies. Individual differences certainly 

influence learning in 3DVLEs and ePortfolios. For instance, I can anecdotally report buy-

in, technical aptitudes (gaming familiarity), motivation, and learning styles help learners 

successfully achieve outcomes; however, this has not been the focus of my research. 

Interaction 

According to Long (1996), interaction is useful and a necessary component of 

SLA. While Krashen ignores the role of output through conversation in SLA, Long 

believes that conversation and output are attributed to interaction. Consequently, 

interaction arises from the learner’s need to communicate. The claim is that input and 

interactional modifications will facilitate acquisition, leading to the Interaction 

Hypothesis:  

I would like to suggest that negotiation for meaning, and especially negotiation 

work that triggers interactional adjustments by the NS or more competent 

interlocutor, facilitates acquisition because it connects input, internal learner 

capacities, particularly selective attention, and output in productive ways. (Long, 

1996, p. 451-452)  

Long’s Interaction Hypothesis states that interaction helps to make input 

comprehensible through actions like negotiation and feedback (Ellis, 2008). Empirical 

research has shown that interactionally modified input may facilitate or promote SLA. 

Updated interpretations of the Interaction Hypothesis suggest acquisition depends on 
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negotiated meaning that leads to noticing and learner’s readiness (Ellis, 2008). In 

explaining the role of interaction, Gass (1997) states that interaction is between two or 

more speakers and that conversation is the means of input. Further, interaction is useful 

and necessary for SLA and includes negotiation: “within this framework, the input to the 

learner coupled with the learner’s manipulation of the input through interaction forms a 

basis of language development” (Gass, 1997, pp. 86–87).  

The importance of interaction in SLA is highlighted by Gass and Selinker (2008), 

who make the connection between input and output or outcomes and production more 

salient. They introduce negotiated meaning as a component of interaction and state that 

interaction research “takes as its starting point the assumption that language learning is 

stimulated by communicative pressure and examines the relationship between 

communication and acquisition and the mechanisms (e.g. noticing, attention) that mediate 

between them” (p. 317). Therefore, if interaction aids language acquisition, and 

acquisition is facilitated by input and feedback, then it makes sense that acquisition is 

facilitated because of the affordances of 3DVLEs and ePortfolios. For example, in 

Chapter 2, Table 2.1 links the affordances of fidelity of space, immersion, persistency, 

and adaptability to interaction. This is useful with regards to my own research and 

observations in 3DVLEs wherein I use an observational matrix to record the frequency 

and different types of non-linguistic interactions, such as VI. Similarly, the manuscript 

published in Chapter 8 shows that the persistent and visible nature of ePortfolios lends 

well to opportunities for interactions with faculty and peers, which students agree is 

valuable and helps them make connections and develop a deeper understanding of 

content (Hartwick et al., in press).  
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The definition of interaction according to these theories refers to linguistic 

interaction in the form of feedback, recasts, negotiated meaning, etc. (Ellis, 2008). What 

remains unclear is that these definitions of interaction are not defined according to my 

semantic understanding of the word, but rather in terms of interactive strategies that may 

assist the learner, including feedback, error correction, foreigner talk, and the like. 

Intuitively, I understand interaction as an active, participatory action in which one or 

more individuals engage in a meaning making activity. While the Interaction Hypothesis 

assumes oral interaction via multiple forms, such as feedback, can I assume that, in my 

two online learning spaces, interaction can also occur with an object or from an 

experience? This is an important consideration as my research is interested in 

interactional behaviour of learner in terms of interlocutor, but also in terms of affordances 

of space.  

Input and output models of SLA have been criticized by socio-culturalists for not 

adequately accounting for the social element because they put too much emphasis on the 

individual (Block, 2003; Ellis, 2008). Ellis (2008) states that socio-cultural theorists 

actually object to the terms input and output and cites van Lier who argues that 

interaction cannot be investigated by breaking it down into its component elements (as 

the input-output model seeks to do); rather it is necessary “to look at the active learner in 

her environment’ and study interaction in its totality in order to show the emergence of 

learning” (Van Lier, 2000, as cited in Ellis, 2008, p. 272). Whether from the position that 

language is acquired due to an innate capacity or from linguistic input, output, and/ or 

interaction, SLA theories do not adequately account for the social context in which the 

learner is behaving in or engaged with.  
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From a socio-cultural perspective, the constructs described above are therefore 

limiting, especially in terms of input and interaction which do not account for social and 

physical elements in which the learner is acting or learning. van Lier’s (2000) social-

ecological approach or worldview on language learning seems to bridge this gap. He 

states that not all learning is inside the head, but that perception, social interaction, and 

verbal and nonverbal interaction facilitates learning, too: “From an ecological 

perspective, the learner is immersed in an environment full of potential meanings” (p. 

246). Not surprisingly, van Lier draws on the work of Vygotsky, Dewey, and Bakhtin—

the pioneers studied in my first year of the PhD program who have influenced my 

perspective.  

Based on this review, affordances are seemingly overlooked in SLA theories, as 

the focus is more on explicit, linguistic input and output. Consequently, I also look to 

socio-cultural perspectives of SLA theories, as I understand SLA to be a social process 

that involves input (linguistic and otherwise), learners, spaces (including perceived 

artifacts interlocuters, space itself), and mediating factors like time and affect. To this 

end, SLA is a process that necessitates interaction in a social system in which 

interlocutors are either other speakers or artifacts in an environment that provides cues 

(visual or linguistic). This interaction helps the learner produce comprehensible output 

due to factors including language, shared experiences, shared knowledge.  

In the previous two sections, I “drilled down” into elements from general learning 

theories and SLA constructs that relate to affordances of 3DVLEs and ePortfolios. Based 

on this review, I argue that if the affordances of online learning spaces provide increased 

opportunities for interaction, collaboration, and reflection, then language learning may 
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ensue according to constructs from SLA theories. Further, I coined the term VI to 

describe non-linguistic input that is facilitated by the affordances and that may stimulate 

the user’s linguistic experiences and knowledge. Similarly, as a practice, ePortfolios 

afford opportunities for reflection and connection in non-linguistic ways. Before 

considering the implications of this “drilling down” process, I provide an overview of 

learning and SLA theories cited in the field of CALL beginning with a historical account.  

Computer Assisted Language Learning 

Early computer language training began in the 1960s with drill and memory 

exercises consistent with a behaviourist theory that equated language learning to pattern 

practice and repetition4 (Skinner, 1957); computer language exercises were designed to 

mimic the design and purpose of language exercise books from that era (Blake, 2008). 

The development and commercialization of CD-ROMS for language learning in the 

1980s triggered a need for research and an approach to computer facilitated language 

learning situated in a more non-behaviourist framework (Blake, 2008). Chapelle (2000) 

calls this the “pre-network CALL era” in which the learner simply interacted with the PC 

or a piece of software. She compares this to the networked-based language teaching era, 

including computer-mediated communication (CMC) between more than one user at the 

same time. Finally, with the ever-growing prevalence of technology and Internet in 

language education, CALL was gradually recognized as a professional and academic 

field and strengthened by the formation of the Computer-Assisted Language Instruction 

Consortium (CALICO). As a result of changes in technology and the widespread 

availability of Internet and digital tools, CALL researchers moved away from a linear and 

behaviouristic view of learning to a belief that language learning in these contexts 

                                                
4 For a more detailed description, see Chapter 7. 
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depended on social interaction, and interactions that engage the learner in activities that 

promote knowledge construction (Blake, 2008; Chapelle, 2000). This shift likely 

coincided with socially motivated theories in education and SLA and a general curiosity 

around the process of learning in these contexts (Salaberry, 1996).  

To demonstrate the complexity and depth of CALL, Salaberry’s (1996) historical 

review of CALL applications, pedagogical claims, and SLA theory points to the 

distinctions between synchronous and asynchronous interaction and on-screen and off-

screen environments. A further distinction is made by Kern and Warschauer (2000), who 

describe the field of CALL according to three discrete stages which they say parallel the 

evolution of technology: mainframes, PCs, and multi-media/Internet. The third stage 

includes Internet-based tools that allow for CMC, such as email and discussion boards. 

Second and third generation Internet tools include wikis, blogs, chat rooms and more 

recently 3DVLEs and ePortfolios, all of which allow for synchronous and asynchronous 

communication among multiple users.  

Thorne and Payne (2005) report that with the growth in institutional use of 

Internet-based communication tools in the 1990s, like email and chat, followed by the 

evolution of digital technologies and availability of online tools, including wikis and 

blogs, educational norms were being challenged. They suggest that this advent impacted 

education in such a way that a gap between student needs and educational and 

institutional goals emerged. They urged educators and CALL researchers to consider the 

potential of technology mediated communication in terms of communication, content, 

and thinking. Thorne and Payne’s article investigates trends in technology use in 

language education and research and cites two influential CMC studies, including Kern 
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(1995) and Chun’s (1994), which investigate the impact of CMC on user participation 

and linguistic sophistication at stage of language production. These studies question the 

relationship between CMC and oral proficiency and draw on SLA theories proposed by 

Krashen (1982), Swain (1985), and Long (1996). Other CALL literature from this era is 

situated according to an interactionist approach to language learning and Krashen’s input 

hypothesis (Thorne & Payne, 2005), socio-cultural and socio-cognitive theories 

(Darhower, 2002; Salaberry, 1996), and theories in situated cognition (Salabery, 1996).  

Lantolf and Thorne (2007) place strong roots in activity theory. They claim that 

language and objects mediate behaviour and believe that interaction occurs within a 

mediated social context; mediation is an activity that is regulated by an object or self. The 

authors describe language as a cultural artifact used by humans “…to mediate their 

connection to the world, to each other, and to themselves” (p. 205). Based on this 

perspective, might we assume that learner interactions in 3DVLEs and ePortfolios are 

mediated by artifacts, other users, and the space itself and that these interactions create 

learning opportunities as the learner engages in process of meaning making? If language 

in SLA includes pragmatic, communicative, and linguistic competence, then SLA may be 

viewed as the result of an active and meaningful process which includes multiple 

constructs; it is therefore representational and ecological.  

While the field of CALL grows as quickly as new technologies and online 

environments emerge, so too does the need for theories that help to account for what is 

going on as these newer examples of CMC are potentially great learning environments 

(Peterson, 2006). Kern and Warschauer’s (2000) “third stage” closely matches my own 

research trajectory as it includes more current trends in digitally mediated 
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communication, such as Web 2.0 tools, but (likely due to the publication date) it does not 

adequately capture what Sykes et al. (2008) refer to as social bookmarking (collaborative 

websites) and social spaces (e.g., Second Life and 3DVLEs). Sykes et al. (2008) suggest 

that the complexity of these spaces evokes characteristics of collaborative, 

communicative, and pragmatic practices, as “immersive modalities offer significant 

opportunities for engaged interaction and language socialization within specific genres 

and communicative norms” (p. 535). These authors refer to research in immersive worlds 

(e.g., Sadler, 2007) and Gee (2003, 2005), who consider aspects of identity and 

appearance and social roles in their research.  

ePortfolios are often situated within a constructed or situated learning theory due 

to the affordances or benefits of the platform (Batson, 2011; Duncan-Pitt & Sutherland, 

2006). Thus far, the reported benefits align with many of the elements emerging from 

social learning and socio-cultural language learning theories reported in Chapter 2, such 

as knowledge construction, peer feedback, interaction, engagement, and authentic 

assessment. Clearly, there are many theories and domains from which to draw when 

investigating the affordances of newer and more sophisticated online learning spaces like 

3DVLEs and ePortfolios for language learning purposes. 

In Chapter 2, I argued that the affordances of space will facilitate learning and 

define an affordance as a characteristic of the space that facilitates learning and not a 

feature of the technology or an outcome of the behaviour (Evans et al., 2017). In this 

chapter, I provided a review of theories from education, SLA, and CALL in order to tease 

out elements that may by relevant in accounting for what is going according to the 

affordances. As I have also positioned myself as a practitioner in this program of 
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research, this review importantly leads to a discussion of implications for classroom 

practice based on the definition of affordance and combined theoretical elements from 

education, SLA, and CALL. 

Theoretical implications for classroom practice 

The theoretical implications for classroom practice are far-reaching, but how do 

we make sense of the implications in relation to the many theories and affordances of the 

two online learning spaces? In the expanded edition of How people learn: Brain, mind, 

experience, and school, Bransford et al. (2000) provide an update to a framework 

originally published in 1999. Bransford et al.’s (2000) How People Learn framework 

characterizes four perspectives of learning environment design: (1) learner-centered, (2) 

knowledge-centered, (3) assessment-centered, and (4) community-centered. I present the 

implications for practice according to this framework and the affordances identified in 

Chapter 2, namely fidelity of space, immersion (presence), persistence, adaptability, and 

visibility. I then propose a fifth lens, space-centered, to capture the affordances of space.  

Learner-centered 

According to Bransford et al. (2000), learner-centered design builds on what the 

learner brings to the educational environment in terms of knowledge, experience, skill 

level, and cultural beliefs. Additionally, a learner-centered environment promotes 

collaboration and socialization to foster a range of competencies across multiple levels of 

discourse, like mathematics. From this perspective, activities are designed to consider a 

learner’s prior knowledge, typically gathered by means of diagnostic instruction, 

introductory activities, and cultural exchanges (Holden & Westfall, 2010). Importantly, 

diagnostic-style activities can find out about the learner’s comfort and experience with 
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technologies accessible within and outside the 3DVLE and/ or ePortfolio. This learner-

centered lens is important, because often practitioners wrongly assume the student is 

digitally savvy and competent while they are not (Savin-Baden et al., 2010).  

Holden and Westfall (2010) relate affordances of synchronous and asynchronous 

multi-user interaction and participation to a learner-centered environment, which is 

described by Bransford et al. (2000) and by Anderson (2008) as an environment that 

recognizes the needs of the institution, teacher and student. As 3DVLEs afford immersion 

which leads to real-time, multi-user, synchronous interaction through first-person voice, 

text and movement, they help to establish a sense of presence and co-presence5. This 

sense of presence facilitates opportunities for sharing and exchanging information, and 

co-constructing meaning, and practicing newly acquired skills, all characteristics of many 

of the learning theories addressed at the beginning of this chapter and in Chapter 7.  

This learner-centered lens captures elements from 21st century and constructivist 

learning theories. According to this lens, students are expected to be more self-sufficient 

and in control of their own learning with respects to acquisition of skills and knowledge; 

21st century learners need to be responsible for their own learning by actively 

participating in and achieving specified learning outcomes; this includes adapting to new 

forms of communication (Ally, 2008; Haythornthwaite & Andrews, 2011; Ireson, 2008). 

As noted by Haythornthwaite and Andrews (2011), today’s students need to adapt to 

multiple modes of information and learning delivery thereby acquiring multiple literacies. 

Owing to the affordances of 3DVLEs and ePortfolios, learners can acquire and practice 

                                                
5 Holden and Westfall (2010) use the term co-existence rather than co-presence to refer to 

synchronous interaction between participants in the virtual space. 
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new media skills with the support of peers or on their own time in an asynchronous 

context.  

Knowledge-centered 

According to Bransford et al. (2000), knowledge-centeredness refers to how the 

environment is organized so that it contributes to knowledge growth and skill 

development as opposed to simply the acquisition of generic skill sets and strategies. 

With respects to more cognitive learning theories, Ally (2008) suggests that learners need 

strategies to organize information and make connections. Yet, Anderson (2008) claims 

that knowing how and which resources to access is a skill; this notion is reminiscent of 

Siemen’s connectivism theory described in the publication in Chapter 7. The implication 

here is that learners are free to explore, gather, select and evaluate information anytime 

and from anywhere (Ally, 2008). The authenticity and visual representation of learning 

space defines the knowledge-centeredness (Holden & Westfall, 2010) and is related to 

elements connected and experiential. In a knowledge-centered environment, learners 

understand the landscape of the environment so that they can access the resources that 

will best support their own learning trajectory (Bransford et al, 2000).  

Through this lens, Bransford et al. (2000) suggest students are better off learning 

how to navigate the environment to become self-sufficient learners. That is, they learn to 

become effective problem solvers through exploration, elaboration and self-evaluation or 

monitoring. From this perspective, learning theories that include notions of doing, 

experience, exploration, knowledge construction, and teacher as facilitator emerge. The 

visually rich, graphical interface of 3DVLEs and the visible, multi-modal nature of 

ePortfolios allows users to interact directly with objects and tools in the space to 
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accomplish a task; these spaces go beyond the capacity of a traditional classroom as they 

allow users to be connected through other tools inside or outside the environments. The 

affordances promote problem solving, critical thinking, and knowledge construction 

depending on the task, which requires carefully planned curricula and task development 

with a focus of experiencing rather than memorizing information, and making sense of 

information through interaction, reflection and learning about learning (Ally, 2008).  

Assessment-centered 

According to this lens, effective learning environments must provide ample 

opportunity for continuous assessment, whether summative or formative to provide 

learners with the opportunity to revise (Bransford et al., 2000). This can be achieved in 

3DVLEs and ePortfolios because of the immersive, authentic, and persistent nature of the 

learning spaces. For example, students working on building a research portfolio can share 

their electronic portfolios through a screen-share function on any number of surfaces 

throughout the environment. This sharing can be done informally throughout the term 

whereby feedback is provided by peers and teachers and helps to motivate the learner into 

meeting the learning objectives. Similarly, students can readily share ePortfolios during 

class-time to provide and receive feedback from other students or teachers. Additionally, 

feedback in the form of summative assessment can be given as the result of a formal 

presentation of the learner’s electronic portfolio or grade submission. From this 

perspective, assessment moves away from recall and memory to a more process-oriented 

and participatory approach in which the learner has some control of their experience; 

assessment in these contexts is for learning (Haythornthwaite & Andrews, 2011).  
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3DVLEs and ePortfolios provide asynchronous and synchronous learning 

opportunities which allow for regular feedback and multiple forms of assessment through 

collaboration and interaction with others or the space itself. The persistent nature of the 

spaces and additional affordances allow for regular self, peer, and formal assessment 

opportunities (Holden & Westfall, 2010). Obviously, these environments require a 

change in teaching practice, which remains a challenge as we unpack elements from 

existing theoretical framework and best practices (Savin-Baden et al., 2010). For 

example, Anderson (2008) cautions teachers and designers not to over-assess simply 

because of the vast choice of online tools and assessment vehicles that can be integrated 

into online learning spaces. As reported by Fox (2017), alternative assessment practices, 

such as ePortfolios, redefine or necessitate newly articulated language constructs. Fox 

states that discrete measures tests get at the minutia of linguistic structures as opposed to, 

for example, practical aspects of developing language, i.e., language that may be more 

representative of the language learner’s ability to participate in a social practice through 

communication.  

Community-centered 

Holden and Westfall (2010) stress the importance of converging perspectives and 

gratifying collaboration as learners work towards shared goals. As noted by Anderson 

(2008), “the community-centered lens allows us to include the critical social component 

of learning in our online learning designs” (p. 51). Similarly, Bransford et al. (2000) 

focus on the importance of cultural norms, beliefs, and expectations at the level of the 

classroom. The affordances of 3DVLEs provide unique opportunities in which learners 

from multiple and diverse backgrounds can participate anonymously and safely in a 
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community designed to welcome different beliefs about teaching and learning. 

Consequently, this facilitates sharing and collaborating in a safe context. For instance, 

learners can choose to contribute in class either verbally through VoIP or non-verbally 

via text, depending on their own classroom beliefs/ norms. Interaction via text chat may 

be preferable for a learner who is not comfortable or familiar with speaking up in class. 

Further, 3DVLEs may provide contexts for students to contribute knowledge and skills 

learned incidentally and outside the classroom, such as technical knowledge. Overall, the 

notion of community-centeredness is significantly altered in a 3DVLE space compared to 

a 2-dimensional platform because of the affordance of immersion which contributes to a 

better sense of presence or ‘being there’ while simultaneously respecting the user’s 

anonymity.  

Space-centered 

 To conclude, I propose a hypothetical 5th lens called space-centered (see Figure 

3.1), which is informed by experiences teaching in these spaces during the last five years 

and captures elements from theories in education, SLA, and CALL; importantly this lens 

includes the affordances of 3DVLEs and ePortfolios reported in Chapter 2. The 

significance of the affordances in relation to learning benefits and expansiveness of the 

space are not sufficiently captured by the four preceding lenses, as they were created with 

a physical space in mind.  
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Figure 3.1. Five lenses in consideration of learning environment design.  

 

I argue that these learning spaces are situated in social learning theories and the 

affordances contribute to experiential, collaborative, and connected learning; however, 

there is insufficient emphasis placed on how users interact with, in, and because of the 

affordances. And, while socially situated theories are useful in accounting for learner 

behaviour and outcomes, we need to consider both “digital learning spaces: where 

explorations occur about new types of visuality, literacy, pedagogy, representation of 

knowledge, communication and embodiment” (Savin-Baden, 2008, p. 13) and “reflective 

learning spaces: which reach beyond contemplation and reconsidering past thoughts, they 

are spaces of meaning-making, and consciousness-raising” (p. 12). However, technology 

is only a medium for instructional practice; it is ultimately what educators do with the 

technology that matters; the designer is ultimately responsible for creating learning 

spaces that are motivating and engaging (Ally, 2008; Clark, 1994). 
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How can we design research that makes sense of the affordances of space and 

from what Hubbard and Levy (2016) refer to as a theory buffet? Hubbard and Levy claim 

that CALL theory is largely constructed, as it borrows from other domains but maintains 

a certain “independence”. This concept of affordance in relation to existing theories is 

what I perceive to be the independent variable. This leads the discussion to Chapter 4, 

methods.  
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Chapter 4    

Methods 

Informed by the concept of affordance as defined in Chapter 2, the theories 

presented in Chapter 3, and building on the methods from past research, this section 

outlines the research methods proposed for the 3DVLE (see Chapter 7) and ePortfolio 

(see Chapter 8) studies. The overreaching approach to this program of research is 

pragmatic and generally informed by multiple theories. Pragmatism, as an 

epistemological approach to inquiry, supports research appropriate to a given context 

(Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011; Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009) and “… acknowledges that 

the values of the researcher play a large role in the interpretation of results” (Teddlie & 

Tashakkori, 2009, p.8). According to Teddlie and Tashakkori (2009) one characteristic of 

pragmatism is that “theories are viewed instrumentally (they are “true” to different 

degrees based on how well they currently work; workability is judged especially on the 

criteria of predictability and applicability” (p. 74). In other words, proponents of 

pragmatism view the role of experience, agent or organism, environment, and interaction 

as highly important; further, this view recognizes the benefit of drawing on multiple 

theoretical lenses to best account for what is going on (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004). 

Pragmatic research is just that. I believe it is a pragmatic, sensible, workable approach to 

inquiry that is well suited to a manuscript PhD, which was described in Chapter 1. The 

methods section below was designed to guide my understanding of the complexity of 

3DVLEs and ePortfolios as unique learning and teaching environments. Thus, as a 

teacher-practitioner and researcher with an array of practical concerns, I adopt a 

pragmatic approach to my PhD program of research.  
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I begin with a description of the mixed-methods used to collect data published in 

Chapters 7 and data stored for future 3DVLE analysis and research (explained in Chapter 

9). Next, I provide a summary of the qualitative research method reported in Chapter 8, 

regarding the ePortfolio study. It should be noted that the 3DVLE study design was the 

larger study in the organization of the dissertation, whereas the ePortfolio study design 

emerged because of the exploration of 3DVLEs and resulted in a simpler, single case 

study design. The data collected under the 3DVLE will be used in future studies. Details 

for the overall study that were omitted in the published article for 3DVLE study (Chapter 

7) are provided here below, whereas, specific details regarding the ePortfolio methods are 

provided in more detail in Chapter 8.  

3DVLE Study Design6 

This study was originally designed as a mixed-methods study with the intention to 

collect both quantitative and qualitative data. I chose mixed-methods as it allows for a 

focus beyond quantitative outcomes to include qualitative data on how the observable 

processes of interacting in a 3DVLE might contribute to student learning in an advanced 

level EAP course. Briefly, mixed-methods research uses qualitative and quantitative 

modes of inquiry that interrelate and inform each other at one or more stages of the 

research process (Dörnyei, 2007; Teddle & Tashakkori, 2009). Further, this approach 

triangulates multiple data sources to better interpret a research phenomenon, specifically 

by combining the strengths (and offsetting the weaknesses) of both qualitative and 

quantitative methods, providing more and more diverse forms of evidence, and helping to 

address more complex research questions that could not have been addressed as 

                                                
6 The design described in this section pertains the to the published manuscript appearing in Chapter 7 and is 

referenced in future directions in Chapter 9.  
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effectively by one method alone (Creswell, 2015; Creswell & Plano-Clark, 2011; 

Dörnyei, 2007). Additionally, mixed-method approaches may enhance the researcher’s 

understanding of a relatively new phenomenon and strengthen their theoretical stance or 

understanding of a problem.  

Creswell and Plano Clark (2011) recommend a mixed-method approach in the 

case of research that spans time and includes multiple stages, as my work did. They also 

identify the main drawbacks, including, a lack of expertise in quantitative analysis and 

differences in samples size between qualitative and quantitative components. While I 

designed and intended to follow a mixed-method approach, the results reported in 

Chapter 7 follow a single case, qualitative method. Although the original design included 

a control and experimental group (as will be described below), the low participant 

numbers in the overall study did not support a robust quantitative study, thereby 

influencing my decision to move to a single case study (experimental group) for Chapter 

7. Case study research “involves developing an in-depth analysis of a single case or of 

multiple cases” (Teddlie & Tashakori, 2009, p. 25); it “…entails the detailed and 

intensive analysis of a single case” (Bryman & Teevan, 2005, p. 42). In second language 

education research, Brown and Rodgers (2002) state that case study research is a means 

at understanding language learning processes and development. While often criticized by 

quantitative research community as results are not generalizable (Bryman & Teevan, 

2005; Yin, 2003), case study research is used frequently in the social sciences as it can 

“…contribute to our knowledge of individual, group, organization, social, political, and 

related phenomena” (Yin, 2003, p. 1).  
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The overall 3DVLE study design, described below, sought to understand how the 

affordances of a 3DVLE may facilitate the achievement of certain learning outcomes 

(dependent variable) for learners in the environment compared to learners doing a similar 

lesson in a regular classroom. Prior to beginning the study, this research was approved by 

Carleton University’s Research Ethics Board, Ethics ID: Project 104925 (see certification 

of ethics, Appendix E). Students from my own intact class (experimental group) and from 

two other intact classes (control groups) were invited to participate in the study. As these 

were convenience samples and randomly assigned groups, this study is categorized as 

quasi-experimental according to Creswell (2003). In quasi-experimental research, random 

assignment of participants is not possible; however, the results are intriguing due to the 

authenticity of the intervention or treatment – teaching lessons in this case (Bryman & 

Teevan, 2005; Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009). I acknowledge that differences in control 

and experimental group size, and differences in teachers and tasks are inevitable, but the 

study design is intended to mitigate unreliability in several ways: students are from 

shared demographic mix and language proficiency and level; involved teachers team-

teach and share similar teaching approaches to material design and assessment; and the 

lesson designs for the 3DVLE and the physical classroom are comparable except where 

adapted for context (Vogt, 2007).  

The research design is presented in Figure 4.1 wherein I define the 3DVLE as the 

case, each group as an independent variable, and the achievement outcomes as the 

dependent variable or factor. I propose to integrate qualitative data from recorded 

observations in the experimental space, and researcher field notes, with quantitative data 

in the form of participant achievement outcomes in the way of test scores from both 
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control and experimental groups. These details will be further explained in the sections 

that follow. 

 

Figure 4.1. Original 3DVLE mixed methods design. 

A more detailed timeline of the original study is presented in Table 4.1. In sum, 

data was collected concurrently during the fall 2016 academic term and preliminary 

results were interpreted and reported on at CALICO conferences in spring of 2017 and 

spring of 2018. The expectation is that this breadth of data from multiple collection 

techniques will provide a more comprehensive view of participant’s perspectives and 

experiences, affordances of the learning space, and tasks and learning outcomes thus 

contributing to a greater understanding of these spaces in learning, specifically language 

learning. Test scores will be used to determine if the observations in terms of interaction 

due to affordances of the space contribute to achievement of learning outcomes in 

experimental group compared to control group.
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Table 4.1  

Detailed Timeline of Methods for Original 3DVLE Study 

Time 

When? 

Task/ Tool 

What? 

Space/ Context 

Where? Who? 

Product/ outcomes 

Why? 

Analysis 

How? 

September 15, 

2016  

 

 

Lesson 4.0 

Holland Code  

Appendix F 

 

In class activity 

including a follow-

up assessment 

 

Researcher field 

notes 

Classroom 

 

Control and 

experimental 

groups  

 

 

Results of lesson and 

assessment 4.0 

Language = vocabulary 

Content = traits, skills and 

career preferences 

Metacognition = connections 

b/w Holland code outcomes 

and choice of major and 

experiences to date in course 

Data: 

Test-scores Q 4 = QUAN 

Field notes = QUAL 

Action: 

Grade outcomes using standardized rubric 

(.5, .6, .75, 1)  

Code field notes for comments based on 

interaction  

September 20, 

2016 

 

 

Online Survey 

Appendix G 

Control and 

Experimental 

group 

 

Online; unique 

course hosted in 

learning 

management 

system  

Gather demographic info 

Likert scores and ranked 

statements (comfort, level, 

beliefs, experience) 

Multiple choice 

(metacognitive) 

 

QUAN analysis/ SPSS or Excel to 

establish participant information from 

control and experimental groups 

QUAN information used to link b/w 

experience, beliefs and comfort in relation 

to achievement outcomes 

 

September 22, 

2016 

Lesson 4.1  

Spatial and 

3DVLE 

 

Metacognition = 

Observe spatial and technical 

Data: 

Test-scores Q 5–10 = QUAN 
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Technical 

Orientation 

Appendix H 

 

In class activity 

including a follow-

up assessment 

 

Researcher field 

notes 

 

Experimental 

group only  

 

skills in 3DVLE 

Comment on metacognitive 

skills (does participant do 

what they say they do/ feel in 

space) 

Field notes = QUAL 

Recorded observations experimental 

group = QUAL 

Action 

Use SPSS or Excel to establish participant 

information from ranked, yes/ no, and 

cloze answers Q 5–10 

Code field notes for comments based on 

interaction  

Use matrix (Appendix I) to account for 

observational data from screen capture 

recordings of experimental group in 

relation to outcomes: Do participants’ 

individual observable actions correlate to 

answers 5–10  

September 27, 

2016 

 

 

Lesson 4.2 Explore 

your career 

Appendix J 

 

In class activity 

including a follow-

up assessment 

 

Researcher field 

notes 

Classroom & 

3DVLE 

 

Control and 

experimental 

groups  

 

 

Results of lesson and 

assessment 4.2 

Language = listening for and 

incorporation of vocabulary 

in written response 

Content = traits, 

characteristics, and skills 

Metacognition = connections 

b/w experiences interacting, 

choice of careers and 

speculations made in Q 1 

and 2 

Data: 

Test-scores Q 1 & 2 = QUAN 

Field notes = QUAL 

Recorded observations Experimental 

group = QUAL 

Action: 

Grade outcomes from Q1 using 

standardized rubric (.5, .6, .75, 1) 

Code field notes for comments based on 

interaction 

Use matrix (Appendix I) to account for 

observational data from screen capture 

recordings of experimental group in 

relation to outcomes: Do participants’ 

individual observable actions correlate to 

answers 1 & 2 
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October 11, 

2016 

 

Lesson 4.3 

Defining 

Sustainable 

Development 

Appendix K 

 

In class activity 

including a follow-

up assessment 

 

Researcher field 

notes 

 

Classroom & 

3DVLE 

 

Control and 

experimental 

groups  

 

Results of lesson and 

assessment 4.3 

Language = formal versus 

informal/ content specific 

and topic relevant 

Content = writing a formal 

definition 

Metacognition = connections 

b/w experiences and 

knowledge in critical 

thinking and problem 

solving (21st century skills)  

Data: Test-scores Q A, B, D – F 

Experimental = QUAN 

Test scores Q A – D Control group = 

QUAN 

Field notes = QUAL 

Recorded observations Experimental 

group = QUAL 

Action: 

Grade outcomes from Q1 using 

standardized rubric (.5, .6, .75, 1) 

Code field notes for comments based on 

interaction  

Use matrix (Appendix I) to account for 

observational data from screen capture 

recordings of experimental group in 

relation to outcomes: Do participants’ 

individual observable actions correlate to 

answers A, B, D – F in experimental 

group  

November 2, 

2016 

 

Lesson 4.4 

Applying 

Sustainable 

Development 

Indicators 

Appendix L 

In class activity 

including a follow-

up assessment 

 

Researcher field 

notes 

Classroom & 

3DVLE 

 

Control and 

experimental 

groups  

 

Results of lesson and 

assessment 4.4/ group 

collaborative writing 

documents and individual 

responses where applicable  

Language = use of topic 

specific vocabulary 

particularly relating to 

sustainable goals, practices,  

Content = demonstrates 

understanding of sustainable 

indicators and trade offs 

Data: 

Test-scores Q 3 Experimental = QUAN 

Test-scores Q 4 Control = QUAN 

Field notes = QUAL 

Recorded observations Experimental 

group 

= QUAL 

Action: 

Grade outcomes from Q 3 and Q 4 using 

standardized rubric (.5, .6, .75, 1) 

Code field notes for comments based on 

interaction  
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 Metacognition = connections 

b/w experiences and 

knowledge in critical 

thinking and problem 

solving (21st century skills)  

Use matrix (Appendix I) to account for 

observational data from screen capture 

recordings of experimental group in 

relation to outcomes: Do participants’ 

individual observable actions correlate to 

answers to Q 3  
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Participants 

The participants drawn for this study were a convenience sample of students 

registered in three sections of an advanced level EAP class. I was the instructor of section 

C, while sections A and B were taught by a second instructor, thus I played a dual role as 

instructor and researcher of the experimental group. Research involving the teacher-

researcher’s own students has potential ethical concerns because a power differential may 

exist between the researcher and the participant. To mitigate potential risks to 

participants, a third-party representative outside of the EAP unit was recruited to invite 

students to participate in the study. This representative went to all three classes in 

September 2016 to invite students to participate and was responsible for collecting and 

storing the data until final grades were released. Student participation was voluntary and 

had no impact on student grades as neither of the instructors, researcher in one case, had 

access to participant names until winter 2017, after marks for the course had been 

submitted and window for contestation of marks was closed.  

Volunteer participants from all three sections engaged in the same lessons and 

assessments as their non-volunteer counterparts. My class, the experimental group, had 

lessons in the 3DVLE, whereas the control group had all lessons in their regular 

classroom or computer lab. The 3DVLE lessons and corresponding assessments were 

worth a total of 5 grade points. Participation for the control group was n = 10 and for the 

experimental group n = 10. The ages of participants ranged between 18 and 22. All 

participants were studying concurrently in their degree program at the same university, 

and came from a range of first language groups, but were primarily Chinese and Arabic 

speakers. 
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I acknowledge that convenience sampling limits discussion to a particular group 

making the results hard to generalize; however, the purpose of the study is to understand 

how the affordances of the learning space help learners achieve certain outcomes, and so 

results should help designers determine which tasks are best suited to the space. 

Additionally, while the sample size of each the experimental and control group is low, the 

richness of the observational data and test score results is a significant first step in 

understanding the relationship between affordances of space, tasks, and achievement 

outcomes (Dörnyei, 2007; Vogt, 2007).  

Instruments 

The instruments used in the study included a survey, lessons and related assessment 

practices, observations, and field notes. 

Survey 

Students from sections A, B, and C were invited in September 2016 to participate 

in the study. Interested students were directed to a unique course on the learning 

management system (LMS) and asked to consent to participation in the study by 

completing an online survey (Appendix G). The survey was designed to collect 

information on student demographics, meta-cognitive awareness, and experience with 

technology. The survey included Likert-type questions to elicit quantitative results. The 

survey was done outside of class time and is estimated to have taken up to 20 minutes to 

complete. 

Lessons and assessments  

All students from sections A, B, and C, regardless of participation in the study, 

completed Lesson and Assessment 4.0 (Appendix F), 4.1 (Appendix H), 4.2 (Appendix 
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J), 4.3 (Appendix K), and 4.4 (Appendix L) during class time. The purpose of these 

activities varied, but they were in line with the instructional goals and overreaching 

theme of the course, which was Sustainable Development. Goals of the course included: 

identifying individual personality traits, skills, and career preferences in relation to their 

majors at university (4.0); learning how to move in the 3DVLE (4.1 – experimental group 

only); understanding characteristics of different careers in relation to their personalities 

(4.2); defining sustainable development based on academic knowledge and course 

content (4.3); and applying sustainable development indicators from course content (4.4).  

The Lesson and Assessments were designed to target: students’ content 

knowledge regarding an understanding of their majors and disciplines and thematic topic; 

language in terms of topic specific vocabulary; and meta-cognition regarding their ability 

to make connections between experience and knowledge. Generally, the Lesson and 

Assessments 4.0 – 4.4 were designed to determine whether the student has achieved the 

desired learning outcomes according to the task design and affordances of the 3DVLE 

space.  

Recorded observations 

All students from the experimental group, section C, including study participants 

and non-participants, were instructed to record the Lesson and Assessment 4.1 – 4.4 in 

the 3DVLE. Students used a screen capture technology called TechSmith Relay, version 

5.0.7, to record their experiences. Access to the recordings was made available on an 

external USB once the final grades were submitted. The recorded data was so that the 

researcher could examine student interactions in and with the 3DVLE as a consequence 
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of the task. An observational matrix (Appendix I) was used to analyze the recorded 

observations for coding of interaction types and frequencies.  

Field notes  

As the instructor of experimental group and researcher, I elected to keep field 

notes after each lesson as a source of rich observational data. Hamilton and Corbett-

Whittier (2013) describe the importance of field notes for helping the researcher 

continuously assess the research purpose, direction of goals, and to ascertain whether the 

data collection choices will ultimately benefit the researcher. Field notes may focus on a 

range of observations including participant behaviour, mood of room, and physical 

interactions among participants and can be both descriptive and reflective (USC 

Libraries, 2016). These notes will help me to recall and illuminate new themes during the 

analysis and data interpretation stage – “… journal keeping becomes part of the analysis 

and interpretation process as researchers start to mull over new data and themes” (Duff, 

2008, p. 142). In addition to descriptive information, field notes should be reflective and 

include the researcher’s thinking, questioning and any new ideas that may evolve during 

the observation process (USC Libraries, 2016). According to Riazi (2016) field notes are 

systematic, descriptional, observational, and reflective and will become more focused and 

selective over time. In future studies, I plan to use the field notes as a qualitative data 

source along with other steps of analysis process. Field notes may be coded according to 

comments based on interaction and related to categories from the matrix.  

Analytical Framework and Procedures 

As my research explored learner interactions in non-traditional classrooms spaces, 

it was important to include more dynamic research approaches for what Phillips et al. 

http://libguides.usc.edu/writingguide/fieldnotes
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(2012) describe as an “interactive learning system”. Consequently, I chose to use their 

Learning Environment, Learning Processes and Learning Outcomes (LEPO) framework 

because it views learning as facilitated by an environment in which the task(s) is acted 

out and learning outcomes are subsequently demonstrated or achieved – this is 

appropriate given my research problems and theoretical approach. Under this broad 

framework, emphasis is on the process of learning, learning environment, and learning 

outcomes. Especially important for my own research trajectory is the inclusion of 

physical and digital environments, which include curriculum and task design. Chapter 7 

clearly describes the framework and applies the learning process, environment, and 

outcome to each of five separate activities.  

Regarding the learning processes, the LEPO framework recognizes two learning 

processes, contextual and cognitive, which are important to task and context and the 

types of learning interactions. Importantly, Phillips et al. describe learning outcomes in 

relation to 21st century skills, which include topic-specific outcomes and meta-cognitive 

outcomes, such as problem solving, reflection, and critical thinking. These align with the 

grading rubric (Appendix M) that was used to score the Lesson and Assessments 4.0 – 

4.4. I selected the LEPO model because it is flexible and not prescriptive and focuses on 

how “…learners and teachers interact with learning environments, processes and 

outcomes” (Phillips et al., 2012, p. 41). This analytical construct also aligns with 

Bransford et al.’s (2000) How People Learn framework and my proposed fifth lens as 

explained in Chapter 3. The LEPO framework (Figure 4.2) helped contextualize the data 

analysis in Chapter 7 and will be used in future analysis as discussed in the concluding 

chapter, Chapter 9.  
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Figure 4.2. Analytical framework: Learning environment, process and outcomes. 
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Online survey 

The online survey was designed to establish descriptive participant information 

regarding demographics, experience levels, and meta-cognitive awareness. Results for the 

experimental group were used in the study reported in Chapter 7.  

Lessons and assessments 4.0-4.4  

The assessment section of Lesson 4.3 was scored by two teachers using a standard 

assessment rubric (Appendix M), which was purposefully created to measure 

achievement outcomes in areas of subject matter content, language, and meta-cognition. 

Results were scored as 1, .75, .6, and .5, in loose proximity to university letter grades A, 

B, C and D respectively. To establish inter-rater reliability, Lesson 4.3 was scored by me 

and the instructor of the control group. Test scores were compared between control and 

experimental group to see if the environment contributed to higher test scores in either 

group. Further investigation compared data from recorded observations to test scores of 

the experimental group to determine which affordances of the learning space (based on 

the matrix) may have contributed to achievement outcomes. For this study, I am 

interested in numeric data in relation to achievement outcomes but recognize opportunity 

for future qualitative analysis in terms of analyzing language output components, such as 

vocabulary.  

Recorded observations  

The recorded participant observations of Lesson 4.3 for the experimental group 

were analyzed for the study in Chapter 7 using the observational matrix (Appendix I). 

The matrix was designed to capture types and frequency of interaction depending on the 

task and location in 3DLVE space and was an outcome of an earlier pilot study (see 
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Chapter 5). The purpose of the recorded observations is to relate the affordances of the 

space to the achievement outcomes.  

Field notes 

Field notes were recorded within 24 hours of each Lesson. The following questions 

were used to guide my note taking: 

a. What happened with the screen capture technology that may or may not 

have impacted the data collection process? 

b. What happened with the 3D platform that may or may not have impacted 

the data collection process? 

c. What patterns of interaction occurred between students in the classroom 

space? 

d. What decisions needed to be made by teacher/researcher and students as a 

result of b and c, above? 

e. What was surprising and/or unexpected? 

f. What was said by a student(s) and how does it relate to research question?  

g. How will these observations help the practitioner?  

This concludes the original 3DVLE study design. The next section describes the much 

simpler ePortfolio case study.  

ePortfolio Study Design7 

To address some of these gaps, the ePortfolio study in Chapter 8 uses Eynon, 

Gambino, and Török’s (2014) Catalyst for Learning framework to help implement and 

assess ePortfolio practice at the course level. This framework was created in response to a 

need for evidence-based research and emerged from a survey of ePortfolio practices 

                                                
7 The design described in this section pertains the to the published manuscript appearing in Chapter 8. 
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across 24 campuses in the United States. Upon identifying strategies and approaches to 

successful implantation of ePortfolio practice, the researchers conceived the Catalyst for 

Learning Framework which identifies three levels of operation at the core of learning, 

including faculty and students, programs and majors, and the institutional culture. 

Further, it considers five interconnected sectors, such as outcomes assessment and 

integrative social pedagogy. To integrate these five sectors, the team identified three 

design principles including inquiry, reflection, and integrative or connective learning. 

The framework supposes that success depends on implementation at and across multiple 

levels – levels of operation, interconnected sectors, and design principles.  

During the process of unravelling the complexity of the affordances in 3DVLEs, I 

began to experiment with ePortfolios in my teaching practice. This prompted the design 

of a second study to investigate ePortfolio practice in an EAP classroom. Despite the 

increased use of ePortfolios as a learning tool in North American higher education, there 

is still a paucity of research on what constitutes effective ePortfolio pedagogical practices 

(Eynon & Gambino, 2017; Fox, 2017). Therefore, the objective of the case study 

presented in Chapter 8 was to investigate how an ePortfolio practice confirmed, 

challenged, or improved upon the Catalyst for Learning Framework (Eynon & Gambino, 

2017), which was created to guide the quality and effectiveness of ePortfolio best 

practices. Specifically, the study addressed the following research questions.  

1. How do the ePortfolio pedagogical practices used in an EAP course align to 

the Catalyst for Learning ePortfolio framework? 

2. To what extent do the ePortfolio practices used in an EAP course contribute to 

students’ achievement of inquiry, reflection, and integration skills? 
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The methods and results of this case study are reported in Chapter 8 titled, What is 

ePortfolio “done well”? A case of course level analysis. Simply, we collected data in the 

form of 1) online survey responses from student participants 2) a short-answer 

questionnaire sent to the two course instructors, and 3) ePortfolio assignment descriptions 

and assessment rubrics. This research was approved by Carleton University’s Research 

Ethics Board, Ethics ID: Project 106605 (see certification of ethics, Appendix N). Full 

details of the study design, methods, and analytical procedures are outlined in Chapter 8.  

This concludes the methods chapter. The next four chapters include manuscripts, 

published or not, that make up the dissertation. Refer to Table 1.1 for an overview of 

research questions and order of presentation within the dissertation. Chapters 5–8 begin 

with a forward to situate the manuscript within the progression of the dissertation.  
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Chapter 5    

Beyond the Survey: Observing Pedagogical Interactions in a 3D Virtual Learning 

Environment 

Throughout the dissertation I have attempted to contextualize the trajectory of my 

thinking within a formal program of research. The manuscript which follows was 

submitted for publication to two separate journals and was rejected both times; however, 

this manuscript helped to guide the direction of my research at its early stages and so I 

have elected to include it as a unique, almost forwarding, chapter in this manuscript part 

of the dissertation.  

The article was initially submitted to ReCALL, the journal for the European 

Association for Computer Assisted Language Learning, in late 2015. While the editor 

commented on the potential and value of the manuscript, the reviewers asked for 

substantial revisions, including updating the literature review section on 3DVLE studies, 

reorganizing subsections of the article, and refining the section on affordances. I made 

the necessary revisions and resubmitted the article in early 2016. In mid-2016 I received 

a notice that my revised submission had been sent to a third reviewer, as the first two 

reviewers had conflicting decisions. In the end, the two reviewers were satisfied with the 

updated literature review section, though one commented on an awkward shift from 

socio-cultural theory in the literature review section to a focus on space in the discussion 

section. The third reviewer felt that the methods section was weak and the expected 

learning objectives were undefined. Although the final decision to reject the manuscript 

was disappointing, the process of revision and the three reviewers’ feedback was 

immensely valuable in directing my next steps—namely, clarifying the affordances of 
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space in relation to theory. The study design for this early manuscript was a useful pilot 

in preparing the ethics proposals for the larger 3DVLE and ePortfolio studies that 

followed (Chapters 6 and 7, and Chapter 8, respectively).  

In late 2017, I submitted the revised article to a second journal. The editor 

immediately rejected the manuscript, commenting on a lack of a clear theoretical 

framework. Had the article been accepted for publication I would have been delighted, of 

course; but the editor’s decision to reject the article reaffirmed my decision to focus on 

constructing a suitable theoretical framework for investigating 3DVLEs and the 

affordances of online learning spaces. Recall that this article was written in my first year 

of PhD studies, and so the lack of a clear theoretical framework is understandable, 

particularly since early on I struggled with the literature, which I felt did not provide 

suitable theoretical frameworks for my purposes. In response, the theoretical chapter of 

this dissertation, Chapter 2, is substantial and explains how and why I have worked to 

construct a theory to explain the role of space in learning. The revised manuscript—

including the abstract, manuscript, and appendices—follows in the original format 

submitted to the second journal. 
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Chapter 6    

Investigating research approaches: Classroom-based interaction studies in physical 

and virtual contexts 

The manuscript in this chapter was submitted to a 2018 special issue of the 

journal ReCALL, titled ''Interactions for Language Learning In and Around Virtual 

Worlds'' (volume 30, issue 2, pages 161–176). The call for papers requested research that 

explored theoretical frameworks related to practice, and/or outlined methodological 

approaches in social virtual worlds. The published manuscript follows in its original 

format and has been reprinted with the permission of Cambridge University Press granted 

on August 9, 2018. 
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Chapter 7    

Integrating Virtual Spaces: Connecting Affordances of 3D Virtual Learning 

Environments to Design for Twenty-First Century Learning 

The co-authored (with N. Savaskan Nowlan) manuscript in this chapter was 

published as a chapter in a 2018 edited book, Integrating Multi-User Virtual 

Environments in Modern Classrooms (pages 111–136). This volume, edited by Y. Qian 

and published by IGI Global (Hershey, PA), provides evidence-based studies supporting 

the educational effectiveness of multi-user virtual environments. The published 

manuscript follows in its original format and has been reprinted with the permission of 

IGI Global granted on August 6, 2018. 
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Chapter 8    

What is ePortfolio “Done Well”? 

The co-authored (with J. McCarroll and A. Davidson) manuscript in this chapter 

was accepted as a chapter in an edited book, Catalyst in action: Case studies of high-

impact ePortfolio practice (pages 185–196), in press. This volume, edited by B. Eynon 

and L. M. Gambino and published by Stylus Publishing (Sterling, Virginia), provides 

evidence-based research that helps confirm or challenge the notion of ePortfolio as a 

social pedagogy. Our chapter uses the Catalyst Framework (Eynon & Gambino, 2017) as 

a framework to test ePortfolio practice “done-well” at the course level. In Chapter 1, I 

address the need for more evidence that links the perceived affordances of ePortfolios (as 

defined in Chapter 2) in relation to the achievement of learning outcomes. The in-press 

manuscript follows in its original format and has been reprinted with the permission of 

Stylus Publishing granted on August 7th, 2018.  
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Chapter 9    

Conclusion 

In this concluding chapter, I highlight the first four chapters of the dissertation 

(“What I did”) to contextualize the four manuscripts that make up Chapters 5–8 (“What I 

found”). In closing, I indicate the limitations of this research and propose future research 

directions (“Where I am going”). 

What I did 

The manuscript PhD has been a flexible and dynamic vehicle for me to explore 

several concurrent and consecutive research problems. What began as designing lessons 

for 3DVLEs and an exploration of the affordances of 3DVLEs, has expanded to include 

an investigation of the affordances of ePortfolios in connection with the achievement of 

learning outcomes. Throughout the dissertation process, I remained curious about the 

affordances of online learning spaces and the impact these spaces may have on learning 

and practice, particularly for the language learner and in relation to achievement of 21st 

century learning outcomes, like critical thinking and communication. This journey has 

pulled me in multiple directions as I moved between the roles of practitioner, researcher, 

and student. I attempted to pull it all together in this final manuscript for you, the reader, 

as I connect my research past to my research future.  

Chapter 1 positioned me as a researcher, practitioner, participant, and student and 

provided a rationale for my decision to produce a manuscript PhD. The chapter also 

situated the dissertation within conceptualizations of the 21st learner. This led to Chapter 

2, where I unpacked the concept of affordances according to the literature from fields like 

Computer Mediated Communication and Human Computer Interaction. Upon defining 
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affordances, I provided background and descriptive accounts of the 3DVLE and 

ePortfolio learning spaces in relation to their affordances. At this point, I argued that the 

affordances of 3DVLEs and ePortfolios facilitate learning providing the affordances, as 

described, can be clearly connected to theory. Upon examining the relevant 

characteristics of affordances (e.g., experiential and collaborative) as described in the 

literature (e.g. Dalgarno & Lee, 2010; Peterson, 2011), it was clear that a systematic 

drilling-down approach needed to happen on the multiple related theoretical domains, 

including education, SLA, and CALL. (In hindsight, perhaps I should have situated my 

program of research only in CALL rather than drilling down first into theories in 

education and then SLA. Regardless, this is the direction I pursued and it has no doubt 

influenced my understanding of learning theory.) Chapter 2 emphasized the importance 

of theoretically grounding my research and ensuring its relevance to practice.  

Chapter 3 reviewed theories from education, SLA, and CALL to unpack elements 

that are connected to the characteristics of affordances. This chapter opened with an 

extensive overview of theoretical concepts from SLA, such as input and interaction. The 

second half of Chapter 3 focused on classroom-based implications according to the four 

lenses of learning proposed by Bransford et al. (2010): learner-centered, knowledge-

centered, assessment-centered, and community-centered. I concluded Chapter 3 by 

proposing a hypothetical fifth lens, space-centered. I argued that this lens accounts for the 

affordances of online learning spaces, which I believe are not accounted for in the 

original four lenses that were presumably created with a physical space in mind.  
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Chapter 4 pertained to the overall study design for the larger 3DVLE study and 

included an explanation of the smaller ePortfolio case study. The results of these studies 

were reported in the manuscripts that make up Chapters 6–8.  

What I found  

 In Year 1 of my PhD I designed a pilot study (see Chapter 5) to investigate 

participants’ experiences teaching and learning in a 3DVLE. One outcome in terms of my 

research trajectory was the realization that existing literature did not provide an 

observational matrix for analyzing recorded participant interactions with and in 3DVLEs. 

This finding was significant and ultimately led me to design a matrix (Appendix I) in 

consideration of the affordances of space and in relation to student achievement.  

More motivating yet for continuing in this trajectory was one of this study 

participants’ post-study comments:  

I think if I am a teacher of this 3D unit, I would choose the same function which 

made students do tasks as group, so even if they do not have enough time to 

complete a given problem, they are prepares to learn from the instructor feedback 

that always follows groups’ task, both group study and activities of group study 

can train their interest and social experience, I think it really was inspired by the 

3D unit spirituality series, which is wonderful. 

 

This and other similar comments spoke to the importance of social interaction, task 

design, and teacher feedback, and prompted me to investigate characteristics of 3DVLE 

affordances like social interaction and collaborative learning. Certainly, the above 

comment illustrates elements from social learning theories and SLA theories, such as 

input and interaction. 
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Following this initial pilot study and in preparing follow-up research about 

3DVLEs, I was challenged in part by the lack of clarity of concepts like affordance and 

by the lack of a clear theoretical foundation for language studies in virtual contexts. This 

prompted me to survey research methods used in virtual and physical classroom 

interaction studies. The results of this investigation are presented in Chapter 6. This 

chapter explored the methodological approaches used in social virtual worlds to highlight 

considerations for the design of future studies in 3DVLEs.  

Following this publication, I continued to explore the relationship between 

affordances and learning theories. In Chapter 7 I reviewed general learning theories to 

further explain the affordances of 3DVLEs. Following this review, I used Phillips, et al.’s 

(2012) LEPO learning framework to assess the validity of a 3DVLE practice. This led to 

the in-press publication in Chapter 8, in which myself and my co-authors (McCarroll and 

Davidson) tested Eynon and Gambino’s (2017) Catalyst for Learning Framework against 

our own ePortfolio practice to determine if our practice was “done well” based on 

teachers’ experiences and students’ survey responses. The outcome of this stage of our 

study shows evidence that our ePortfolio practice was in fact “done well” as a result of 

what I later identified as affordances in this dissertation (see Chapter 2). Students’ survey 

responses indicated that ePortfolio pedagogy helped generate high-impact behaviours, as 

also concluded by Kuh and O’Donnell (2013). 

Limitations 

The most significant limitation throughout my program of research has been 

limited generalizability as a result of low participant numbers. The pilot study (Chapter 5) 

had seven EFL participants and the original 3DVLE study (Chapter 7) had ten 
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participants in each of the control and experimental groups. The low sample size reduced 

the generalizability and replicability of these quantitative studies and caused me to shift 

to a qualitative case study design from the original mixed-method design in the 3DVLE 

study (Chapter 7).  

A further limitation in the pilot study was the poor quality of observational 

recordings. Often, audio recordings were inaudible, making transcription difficult or 

impossible. Or, the recorded sections did not capture the whole group’s collaborative 

interactions, but rather only interactions observed from the perspective of the researcher 

doing the recording. This latter issue was somewhat rectified in the main 3DVLE study 

(Chapter 7) wherein each participant was instructed to record and upload their own 

interactions. Unfortunately, in some cases, the participant forgot to initiate the screen 

capture software, which meant their data was not usable.  

 Another limitation is the volume of data collected for the main 3DVLE study that 

remains to be analysed. Data were analyzed from Lesson 4.3 (Chapter 7), but data from 

Lessons 4.1, 4.2, and 4.4 remain untouched. Later in this chapter I share preliminary 

results of sample analyses from Lesson 4.3 outcomes and recorded observations that were 

presented at the 2017 and 2018 CALICO conference; however, there is much more in-

depth analysis to be done for data from across all four Lessons. Moreover, teacher/ 

researcher field notes are rich and have not yet been included in the analysis, results, or 

discussion sections of the 3DVLE studies; analyzing these teacher and student voices will 

add richness and depth to future work. I see this point as a limitation in my dissertation in 

the sense that my analyses and discussions may be limited in scope. The clarity with 

which I now understand the concept of affordance and the interaction of elements across 
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theoretical domains has emerged because of the completion of my dissertation. With this 

new knowledge, I feel that my interpretation of the remaining data will be enriched. This 

speaks to the learning benefits of doing dissertation research.  

 Other limitations include the organization of the matrix headings (Appendix I). As 

the matrix was designed early in my PhD program, I recognized only later the need to 

more clearly reflect the characteristics of affordances in the matrix’ column headings. In 

addition, the matrix should include space for the researcher to note time spent 

troubleshooting, time running to new places, and time spent waiting. Similarly, including 

a matrix heading for elements such as requests for turn-taking and impromptu dialogues 

would yield valuable data. For instance, if immersion as an affordance leads to 

experiential learning, then how do we measure this in terms of observable interactions? 

The grading rubric (Appendix M) also needs modifications based on my 

developing understanding of learning in the 21st century. For example, in the 3DVLE 

study I mention meta-cognition, and in the ePortfolio study we talk about 21st century 

outcomes like collaboration; how do we define these concepts more clearly and how can 

the criteria in the rubric, or any other rubric, better capture these outcomes?  

Future directions 

Bearing the above limitations in mind, this dissertation has led me to new insights 

regarding the potential of technologically enhanced learning environments in language 

learning and teaching; however, the achievement of learning outcomes in these online 

learning spaces “depends on a number of factors that prioritize pedagogy: how a teacher 

integrates and uses specific technological tools within her/his teaching practice and 

context” (Lawrence, 2017, p. 140). It is at the intersection of theory within a newly 
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defined concept of affordance that critical insights have emerged and which I will 

continue to explore in research and integrate into my practice.  

As noted earlier, much of the data from the original 3DVLE study design remain 

to be analyzed. However, I would like to share some of my own recent insights which 

grew out of initial analysis and findings, and which were presented at two consecutive 

conferences, CALICO 2017 and CALICO 2018. These findings will be submitted for 

publication as two separate studies. At CALICO 2017, to demonstrate the affordances of 

3DVLEs, I generated four participant profiles based on their English language placement 

tests (pre-test), survey information, assessment scores from Lesson 4.3 (post-test), and 

final course grades. At CALICO 2018, I presented a theoretical landscape, or theory 

buffet (Hubbard & Levy, 2016), that demonstrates where elements from multiple domains 

intersect in relation to their affordances of fidelity of space, real-time immersion, 

adaptability, persistence, and visibility (see Figure 9.1). I used the LEPO framework to 

show how affordances relate to learning achievement or progress towards achievement of 

learning outcomes. The presentation drew on three sample sets of data and will guide 

more thorough future analysis. 
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Figure 9.1. Intersection of theory within the concept of affordances. 

 

As noted previously, future studies in 3DVLEs and ePortfolios need to clearly 

specify criteria for what is to be measured in terms of 21st century learning outcomes, 

such as collaboration, critical thinking, and leadership (Dede, 2010). Further, while I 

have opted not to measure discrete linguistic features like vocabulary, future studies may 

include measurement of frequency or range of vocabulary used in text-based outcomes. 

Additionally, future studies may include 3DVLE system-generated analytics such as time 

spent on task to triangulate observational data. Learning analytics in combination with 

observational data can be potent, where “... the use of virtual worlds as experimental 

environments, or even as platforms for observation, coupled with dataveillance and 

survey tools has such powerful implications” (Ross, Castronova, & Wagner, 2012, p. 

307). 

While the results of the ePortfolio study presented in Chapter 8 were encouraging, 

there remains a lack of research that clearly connects the affordances of ePortfolios to the 
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development of 21st century learning skills, such as communication or critical thinking. 

Now that I more clearly understand the concept of affordances and have identified the 

related learning benefits, I will focus more on achievement of outcomes and less on 

practice as was the focus of the ePortfolio study. Owing to the relative novelty of the 

concept of affordances in relation to learning outcomes, language learning, and 

ePortfolios, a qualitative case study will be an appropriate method for future studies 

(Creswell, 2003).  

Throughout this dissertation, I aimed to communicate the concept of affordances 

in relation to 3DVLEs and ePortfolios, where the affordances of immersion and visibility 

are of particular significance in terms of learning benefits. Additionally, I aimed to 

convey the importance of drawing on multiple theories from multiple domains. It is at the 

intersection of theoretical elements, characteristics of affordances, and classroom 

practices that research should be situated to increase our understanding of learning 

potential in online spaces. In my future research and practice, I will be guided by theories 

in education, SLA, and CALL that include descriptive elements that are integrative, 

social, reflective, collaborative, and interactive, as I continue to explore the affordances 

of these and other online learning spaces.  
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Appendix F    

Lesson 4.0 

Lesson 4.0            

1. Take the Holland Code Assessment.  This will help identify your personality 

traits, skills, and career preferences. Rank your top 3 categories from 1 (highest) 

to 3 (lowest) from the six categories below: 

 

Realistic    

Investigative   

Artistic   

Social     

Enterprising     

Conventional    

 

2. Vocabulary related to career preferences.  Circle as many words that describe you. Use a 

dictionary to help you.    

 

3. The six categories (realistic, artistic, investigative, social, enterprising and conventional) 

were created by Dr. John Holland as a way to cluster personality types and interests.  

Identifying personality traits and interests should help you select a possible major or area 

of study.  Connect your 1st and 2nd choices from #1 above to your selected major or area 

of study (see lists below).  The following recommendations are not absolute, but should 

show a connection between your Holland Code results, interests, values, and possible 

Realistic :  

Proficient /  Tangible results / Persistence / Traditional / Straightforwardness /Goal 

Oriented 

 

Artistic: 

Unconventional / Intuitive / Innovative / Improvise / Diversity / Independence / Public 

recognition  

 

Investigative:  

Analytical / Methodical / inquisitive / Precise / Thinker/ Abstract / Insight  

 

Social: 

Patient / Empathetic / Influential / Encouraging / Impacting  

 

Enterprising: 

Agreeable / Optimistic / Extroverted / Ambitious /Persuasive / Assertive /Negotiating / 

Competition /Recognition  

 

Conventional: 

Ambitious / Confident / Persuasive / Assertive / Influence 

file:///C:/Users/Peggy/AppData/Local/Temp/Temp1_attachments.zip/You%20will%20have%20completed%20the%20Holland%20Code%20Assessment%20at%20http:/carleton.ca/fass/wp-content/uploads/Holland-Code.pdf
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major.  These recommendations were summarized from the University of Oklahoma’s 

Career Services website8 (Majors by Holland Code, 2014).   

 

Realistic people tend to choose the following areas of study (see me if your major is not listed): 

 

                                                
8 Majors by Holland Code (2014). Career Services, University of Oklahoma. Retrieved June 28th, 2016 

https://www.ou.edu/career/students/choose-a-major/explore/holland-codes.html 
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✓ Aerospace Engineering 

✓ Civil Engineering 

✓ Computer Science 

✓ Electrical engineering 

✓ Environmental Engineering 

✓ Industrial Engineering 

✓ Mechanical Engineering 

✓ Geology

Investigative people tend to choose the following areas of study: 

✓ Anthropology 

✓ Biochemistry 

✓ Chemical engineering 

✓ Chemistry 

✓ Criminology  

✓ Mathematics/ Math statistics 

✓ Physic 

✓ Sociology 

✓ Women’s studies 

Artistic people tend to choose the following areas of study: 

✓ African studies 

✓ Architecture 

✓ Art history 

✓ English 

✓ Religion 

✓ International studies 

✓ Journalism and Communication 

Studies 

✓ Linguistics 

✓ Music 

✓ Philosophy 

Social people tend to choose the following areas of study: 

✓ History 

✓ Health 

✓ Education  

✓ Human Relations 

✓ Law 

✓ Nursing 

✓ Social Work 

Enterprising people tend to choose the following areas of study: 

✓ Communication Studies 

✓ International Business 

✓ Marketing 

✓ Law 

✓ Advertising 

✓ Political Science 

Conventional people tend to choose the following areas of study: 

✓ Accounting 

✓ Business 

✓ Economics 

✓ Finance 

✓ Information Technology 

✓ Management 
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4. Explain how the results of your Holland Code (category) relate to your major.  Use 

vocabulary from question 2 above.  Your explanation should include your experiences to 

date. Use back if needed. 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix G    

Online Survey 

Pre Lessons Online Survey 

Demographics 

1. I identify as 

a. Male 

b. Female 

c. Other 

 

2. I am ______ years old 

 

3. My country of origin is 

 

4. My first language is  

 

5. My area of study or major at Carleton is __________________ 

 

6. In the past, I have worked as a __________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________

______ Comfort, level, & experience 

1. I am comfortable trying new digital technology and apps  

Not at all Somewhat  Mostly    Very   

1   2   3    4 

2. I would rate my level of computer expertise as  

Beginner   Intermediate    Expert 

 

3. My experience with 3D worlds/ environments like Second Life or Sims, is 

 

None  Beginner  Intermediate   Expert 

1  2   3    4 

 

4. Choose one question format a or b 

a. My experience with computer gaming like World of War Craft, is    

 

None  Beginner  Intermediate   Expert 

1  2   3    4 

 

b. How frequently do you play computer games like League of Legends, 

World of War Craft, Minecraft 

Not at all     Infrequently     occasionally     somewhat frequently    very frequently 

 

5. Choose one question format a or b 

http://secondlife.com/
https://www.thesims.com/
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a. I use Social Media like FaceBook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, Renren 

Not at all 0–30 minutes/day 30–60 minutes/day     65–120 minutes a day 

    2+ hours/day 

 

b. How frequently do you use Social Media like FaceBook, Twitter, 

YouTube, Instagram, Renren 

Not at all     Infrequently     occasionally     somewhat frequently    very frequently 

 

6. I own ____ digital device(s), such as a tablet, laptop, smart phone, personal 

computer, eReader, etc…   

0  1   2–3  4 or more 

 

Confidence, expectations & meta-cognition 

7. I expect 3D virtual environments to be difficult 

 

8. I expect 3D virtual environments to be fun 

 

9. I expect learning in a 3D virtual environment to be socially interactive    

 

10. I expect speaking as an avatar in a 3D virtual environment to be difficult 

 

11. I expect communicating with other 3D virtual student/ teacher avatars to be easy  

 

Beliefs about learning 

12. Computer skills are necessary for learning at university 

Strongly disagree  Somewhat disagree No opinion Somewhat agree Agree  

13. Computer skills are necessary for learning a language  

Strongly disagree  Somewhat disagree No opinion Somewhat agree Agree  

14. Computers and school-based digital applications/ tools are easy to use 

Strongly disagree  Somewhat disagree No opinion Somewhat agree Agree  

15. A 3D immersive course will provide a learning experience similar to the 

classroom.  

Strongly disagree  Somewhat disagree No opinion Somewhat agree Agree  

16. A 3D immersive online course allows for social interaction.  

Strongly disagree  Somewhat disagree No opinion Somewhat agree Agree  

17. I believe simulation and role playing should be a component of learning. 

Strongly disagree Somewhat disagree No opinion Somewhat agree Agree  

18. I have a clear understanding of my major. 

Strongly disagree Somewhat disagree No opinion Somewhat agree Agree  

Use this scale to answer the following questions:  

On a scale from 1 (Not at all) to 4 (very), rate the following statements  

No, not at all  Sometimes  Often   Very   

1   2   3   4 
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19. I believe my major (area of study) is well suited to my personality type 

Strongly disagree Somewhat disagree No opinion Somewhat agree Agree  

 

20. know what kind of job I will get when I graduate 

Strongly disagree Somewhat disagree No opinion Somewhat agree Agree  

21. I understand how businesses can be sustainable economically, financially, and 

socially  

Strongly disagree Somewhat disagree No opinion Somewhat agree Agree  

22. One can only be exposed to a different culture by visiting the country.  

Strongly disagree Somewhat disagree No opinion Somewhat agree Agree  

 

Short answer 

23. How do you feel about learning in this type of environment compared to a 

traditional face to face context?  

 

24. What do you expect will be one of the biggest benefits of this environment for 

language teaching and learning?            
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Appendix H    

Lesson 4.1 

Lesson and Assessment 4.1    Spatial and technical orientation 

Instructions 

1. Class will be divided into 3 groups. Each group has 50 minutes to complete the 

orientation task and the technical assessment posted in the quad area in 3D 

campus.  Follow instructions:   

2. Start your screen recording TechSmith Relay 

3. Log into LINK  

4. Complete the Navigation Maze.   

Assessment 

5. Upon completing the Navigation Maze and seeing the message ‘Well Done’ 

a. Turn left and walk or run towards Azrielli Building (past Dunton Tower) 

b. At Azrielli, turn right and walk down the stairs. You are in Quad (grass 

area) 

c. Advance to the two Collaboration Boards on your left.  

i. Follow instructions posted on right side. There are 4 slides with 

instructions. 

ii. Record your answers here 

1. Is it possible to adjust your voice volume to a shout? 

 yes/ no 

2. How many houses are in the ‘Residences’ section? 

_______________  

3. What colour are these houses? __________________ 

Log out of 3D environment and stop recording.   Answer questions 6 – 10. 

6. I found navigation/moving around easy in 3D environment 

Not at all       Somewhat   Mostly Very   

1                 2   3               4 

7. I found it easy to send text messages in the 3D environment 

Not at all       Somewhat   Mostly Very   

1                 2   3               4 

8. I found using collaboration boards to surf on the internet easy 

Not at all       Somewhat   Mostly Very   

1                 2   3               4 

9. I found gaming approach in the environment a fun way to review functions 

10. Not at all       Somewhat   Mostly Very   

1                 2   3               4 
 

http://wa11830.avayalive.com/11830/html/?GenericParam=?StartAtLocation=telNavigation
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11. When you did activity (see 3 above), which strategies did you use to complete the 

task (circle as many that apply)?  

i. I asked another avatar by using my headset and voice 

ii. I went back to the Navigation Maze 

iii. I worked with another avatar 

iv. I followed/ watched a peer avatar 

v. I did not use any strategy(ies) 

vi. Other ________________________ 

vii. I gave up/ logged off 
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Appendix I    

Observation Matrix 
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Appendix J    

Lesson 4.2 

Lesson 4.2           

  

1. Select 2 of 8 possible careers listed below 

2. Start your screen recording TechSmith Relay 

3. Log into Opuses Island.  This is the name of the 3D space you will be using today.  

I will be there to help you. 

4. Visit and explore the 2 work areas you selected – what do you see and observe?  

5. Listen to the avatar (take notes below/ focus on career traits, characteristics, and 

skills) 

6. Take the survey as you leave each work area (pay attention to important 

vocabulary)  

7. Log off and stop recording. 

8. Answer the questions at end of this lesson  

Career choices            

Finanical planner (Town Center Building):   

organized, detail, viable, discipline, persistence, empathy, competency, sustainability 

Community Entrepreneur (Town Center Building) 

efficiency, sustainability, potential, effectiveness, appropriate, initiative, leadership, 

strategize, visionary 

Farmer (Plantation) 

independent, physically fit, adaptive, outside, intiative, environment, flexible 

Marine Biologist (Research Centre) 

data collector, observing, monitor, experiment, observant, detail oriented, problem solver, 

initiative, reading,  

Nurse (Clinic) 

compassionate, detail orientated, good listener, flexible, team player, record keeper, 

empathetic,  

Chef (Culinary Centre) 

management, creative, discovery, motivated, driven, conscientious, adaptability, 

communicator, cultural sensitive,   

Music Teacher/ Coach (Music Studio) 

creative, interactive/ loves all things art/ encourages all types of self-discovery and 

expression/ unconventional/ struggles with organizing 

Engineer (Construction Zone) 

variety of skills/ team work/ budget/ schedules/ supervise/ accuracy/ safety/ hands-on/ 

mechanical equipment/ attention to detail/ take instructions/ work outside/ uncertainties/   

Take notes in space provided: 

Career choice 1 __________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

https://wa11830.avayalive.com/11830/html/index.html
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________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

______________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

Career choice 2 __________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

______________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

__________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 

1. Think back to the Explore your major activity, Holland Code activity, and your 

experiences in 3D Opuses Island today.  Explain why you selected the two careers 

above. 

_____________________________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________ 

2. Do your best to answer ONLY TWO questions.  Choose the two questions that relate 

to the careers you visited and surveyed. The answer may not be obvious.   

a) Financial Planneer 

a. Did you notice the accountant working on Opuses’ budget and is the 

budget balanced? 

b. What changes could help improve Opuses Island’s budget?  

b) Community Entrepreneur: 

a. Based on your experience with the entrepreneur, suggest one way the 

island can be more financially sustainable? 

b. What is the entrepreneur/ business women working on right now?  

c) Farmer: 

a. This farmer seems to be quite organized, why is it important for farmers to 

be organized in order to be successful? 

b. Do you own any kind of plant? 

d) Marine Biologist: 

a. Based on your interaction with the marine biologist, do you think her work 

is going well and as planned?  

b. Do you know the type of fish that was in the fish tank?  

e) Nurse:  

a. What do you think is wrong with the female patient in the clinic 

b. Have you ever cared for a sick animal? 

f) Chef: 

a. What is your favourite dish to cook/ prepare? 

b. Based on your interaction with the chef, what is he planning or cooking? 

g) Music teacher: 

a. What is the name of the instrument the teacher is listening to? 

b. Would you find it difficult to plan an event such as he did? 

h) Engineer: 

a. Have you used any of the tools on the work site? 

b. At the engineer’s work site there was a plan for a 4-story building.  Does 

it fit well with the overall architecture of the island and what do you think 

it will be?  
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Appendix K    

Lesson 4.3 

Lesson 4.3           

  

At the end of the lesson, you should be able to 

• define sustainable development in your own words 

• demonstrate your understanding of the term SD and in relation to the three 

pillars 

• demonstrate your understanding of the concepts by suggesting sustainable 

actions 

Defining Sustainable Development 

There are two types of definitions, informal and formal.   

i) Using synonyms and antonyms or comparative terms tends to be an informal way 

to define something.  For example: 

Synonyms Something that is a hazard means it is a danger.  

Antonyms Something that is a hazard is not safe. 

Comparative These glasses are used for vision as opposed to drinking. 

ii) Formal definitions are necessary at university to show your understanding of key 

concepts; you will need to demonstrate your understanding of concepts through 

applying and analyzing proposed situations.  Formal definitions tend to follow a 

pattern: class or category + specific details: 

Term Class or category Specific details Formal definition 

Society All people • a community 

• relationships 

• Interdependent 

individuals  

A society is a community 

of interdependent people 

from a set community.  

Process A particular 

method or ways of 

doing something 

• Operation or process 

• Sequential steps 

A process is a method of 

doing something 

according to particular 

steps. 

1. Read a selection of formal definitions for sustainable development 

(SD) below.   

a. The Brundtland Commission report, Our Common Future, 

defines SD as “development that meets the needs of the present 

without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their 

own needs” (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987). 

b.  “SD is maintaining a delicate balance between the 

human need to improve lifestyles and feeling of well-being on one 

hand, and preserving natural resources and ecosystems, on which 

we and future generations depend” (SD Features, n.d.). 

c. SD is “a process of change in which the exploitation of 

resources, the direction of investments, the orientation of 

http://www.gdrc.org/sustdev/definitions.html
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technological development, and institutional change are made 

consistent with the future as well as present needs” (United States 

Census Bureau, 2016).  

d. SD “…means adopting lifestyles and development 

paths that respect and work within nature's limits. It can be done 

without rejecting the many benefits that modern technology has 

brought, provided that technology also works within those limits” 

(Caring for the Earth, IUCN, 1991)  

e. “The term SD refers to achieving economic and social 

development in ways that do not exhaust a country's natural 

resources” (Ashford, 1995).  

 

2. Complete the chart by identifying class or category and specific 

details from each. The first is done for you.   
 

Class or 

category 

Specific details, characteristics or features 

Brundtland 

Commission Report 

(Oxford University 

Press, 1987) 

Development 

 

• Meets needs of present generation 

• Does not hurt future generation 

SD Features, 

(n.d.) 

  

 

United States 

Census Bureau, 

(2016) 

 

 

 

Caring for the 

Earth, IUCN ( 

1991, p. 8.) 

  

Ashford (1995)   

Experiencing Sustainable Development 

• Start recording.  Log into 3D virtual Carleton 

• Form groups of 3 and complete activity A and B in the 3D environment: 

A) Explore house #3 in the ‘Residences’ section.  Based on your growing 

understanding of SD, the definitions above, and the 3 pillars, explain how this 

family can be more environmentally sustainable.  Use examples in relation to 

your experiences in the house and from course content. 

http://www.census.gov/population/international/
http://www.census.gov/population/international/
http://www.census.gov/population/international/
http://www.census.gov/population/international/
http://vcu.avayalive.com/2846/html/index.html
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B) Explore the campus area including the Rainbow Stage.  In your groups, state two 

clear sustainability goals for making the campus more sustainable, especially 

from an economic and social perspective.  Relate your goals to specific examples 

you observe in the environment. 

C) Log off and stop recording. 

D) Write your own formal definition of SD. 

E) Would you feel confident voicing your opinion in order to improve your own 

school or neighbourhood in terms of SD practices? 

F) In order to effectively contribute to 21st century society, how can we develop 

ourselves outside the classroom? 
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Appendix L    

Lesson 4.4 

Lesson 4.4           

  

This is a timed lesson. You will have 70 minutes to complete the task in an assigned 

group of 3 – 4 people. 

1. Launch TechSmith in INTERNET EXPLORER  

a. Username = ESLA1900C 

b. Password = recording 

2. Log into 3D Carleton (Link in cuLearn) and meet your group.  

3. Explore the Native Village and Downtown market area.  In your groups, discuss 

answers to these questions/ steps. 

a. Observe and interact with the culture in Native Village 

b. Walk around the stores and market in the Downtown area 

c. Identify possible trade-offs (Strange & Bayley, 2009) in terms of access to 

food (social) in Aboriginal Village compared to Downtown market area. 

d. What can you report about this Native Village culture in terms of social, 

environmental and financial goals and practices (Kates, Parris & 

Leiserowitz , 2005) 

e. Select one indicator from table on pages 25 & 26 of Kates, Parris & 

Leiserowitz (2005) that would most accurately measure sustainability in 

your assessment in d. above. 

f. If this were a real community, what else would you like to include in the 

assessment? 

  

4. Use the collaborative writing link for your group found on cuLearn under 

“Lesson 4.4 Collaborative Writing Groups”.  Prepare a document with your 

group’s answers. 

   

5. Take a screen shot or photo of the final group document to use as an artifact in 

your ePortfolio. 

6. Submit recording and Log off 
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Appendix M    

Rubric for Lessons 4.0-4.4 

 Rubrics 4.0-4.4 

Content                                     Language                                                Meta-cognition                                               

.5        .6     .75         1 .5      .6 .75 1   .5 .6 .75        1     
Unable to 
demonstrate 
understanding/ 
explanation is 
missing or 
breaks-down/ 

no evidence of 
understanding 
content 

Limited or  
superficial 
explanations 
and minimal 
use of 
examples / 

some 
connections 
to content in 
response to 
prompt  

Competent 
and mostly 
logical 
explanations 
and use of 
some 

examples / 
connections 
to content in 
response to 
prompt 
require 
further 
development   

Sophisticated 
and logical 
explanations 
and use of 
examples / 
clear 

connections 
to content in 
response to 
prompt   

Limited  
use of 
keywords 
and 
vocabulary 
in 

response 
to prompt 
– many 
language 
errors 

Adequate 
use of 
keywords 
and 
vocabulary 
in 

response 
to prompt; 
language 
errors  

Competent 
use of  
keywords 
and 
specific 
vocabulary 

t in 
response 
to prompt 
– minor 
language 
errors 

Consistently 
and with 
accuracy 
uses 
keywords 
and specific 

vocabulary 
in response 
to prompt 
 
 

Limited or 
no  
awareness 
of own 
actions 
and 

decisions 
in relation 
to task 

Early or 
superficial 
awareness 
of own 
actions 
and 

decisions 
in relation 
to task 

Competent 
or 
developing 
awareness 
of own 
actions 

and 
decisions 
in relation 
to task 

Superior or 
sophisticated 
awareness of 
own actions 
and 
decisions in 

relation to 
task 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________  
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Appendix N    

CUREB Ethics Clearance (March 31, 2017) 
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